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2 Opening
"The significance of man is not in
what he attains, but rather what he
longs to attain."
- Kahil Gibran
Denine
Opening
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Opening 5
A
6 Senior Portraits
2008
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"Some people come into our lives and quickly go. Some stay
for a while and leave footprints on our hearts and we are never
the same."
-Unknown
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Senior Portraits 7
Brianne S. Agan
History
Brendan W. Akashian
Economics
David L. Akuei
Economics
James W. Alexander
Political Science
Laura Aloisi
Sociology
Honeyboy Q. Alumisin
Economics & Political Science
Emily D. Amrhein
Psychology
Deborah S. Andersen
Russian And European &. Asian Studies
Jonathan H. Andersen
Psychology & Pre-Medicine
David R. Andrade
Economics &. Asian Studies
Alexandria B. Andrew
Chemistry & Environmental Studies
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Latrina M. Antoine
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A George J. AntonioPsychology Stephanie ApollonPsychology Amy M. ArchambaultPsychology & Visual & Studio Arts Erica L. ArcherBiology
8 Seniors
Jenna M. Astarita
Psychology
Ryan J. Barclay
Economics
Andrea C. Azuaje
Psychology
Michael C. Barker
English & Pre-Law
Erin L. Baber
English &. Spanish
Lynn M. Barowski
Sociology &. Psychology
Jeffrey T. Banta
Economics & Spanish
Luke M. Barr
Chemistry &. Pre-Medicine
Jessica C. Barrett
English & Spanish
Christine N. Basmaji
Sociology
Amanda L. Bastien
Mathematics & Political Science
Patrick R. Baxter
Philosophy
Oluwaseun O. Bayode
Economics & Accounting
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Gillian R. Bearfield
Economics & Accounting
Daniel F. Becchi
History
Melissa A. Bemer
Sociology /\
Seniors 9
Lisa M. Bieniek
Political Science
Jessica A. Blau
Psychology
Daniel D. Bodek
Political Science & Pre-Medicine
William R. Bogdanowicz
Chinese & History
A Nicole M. BolducPsychology
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Krista E. Bonneau
Philosophy
Alexandra I. Booth
Classics
Joseph J. Bove
Biology
J Seniors
Hugh C. Brady
Political Science & Religious Studies
Siobhan A. Breen
Psychology
Patrick B. Brady
Chemistry
Eleis M. Brennan
History
Daniel Bravo
Modern Languages & Literature
James Michael M. Brennan
Political Science & Russian
Jonathan C. Breed
Political Science
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Katherine E. Brennan
English
Alison P. Brewster
Sociology
Justin T. Brooks
History
Meghan T. Brophy
Spanish
Matthew T. Brown
English &Theatre
Lauren Brum
Biology
Scott J. Brunt
Physics &. Pre-Medicine
Alexander J. Brustowicz
Chinese Language &. Civilization
Benjamin R. Buffa
History f\
Seniors 1
1
Matthew P. Burke
Psychology
Philip J. Cammarano
Economics
Nathan B. Campbell
Political Science
Cara M. Caporale
English Creative Writing
A
Justin A. Caramiciu
Biology & Biochemistry
Meghan L. Carman
Sociology
Thomas P. Carson
English
Michael C. Caruana
Math & Economics
Jamie B. Carusi
Visual Art
1 2 Seniors
Eve Q. Casey
iHistory & Peace & Conflict Studies
Courtney K. Celebre
Mathematics
Alison P. Casserly
Biology 6k Pte-Medicine
Robert J. Cavalero
History
William T. Cavanaugh
Biology
Mallory A. Centonze
Psychology
Stephanie M. Chaisson
English & Visual 6k Studio Arts Minor
Emily K. Chalko
Visual Arts Studio
Amy A. Chan
Sociology
Leah C. ChapDelaine
English 6k African Studies
Catherine D. Charpentier
French 6k Sociology
Amanda M. Chaves
Psychology
Todd B. Chen
Mathematics
Lauren E. Chenarides
Mathematics
James D. Christon
Economics 6k History
Amelia L. Cianci
Chemistry
Seniors 15
h-
Paul B. Ciarcia
Political Science
Mary E. Cirbus
English & Art History
Michael K. Clare
Political Science
Robert L. Clemente
Biology
A
Timothy P. Clifford
History
Bruce C. Colet
Mology & Pre-Medicine
William J. Collins
History
Robert S. Cocuzzo
History
Carolyn R. Cody
Religious Studies 6k Peace 6k Conflict Studies
Lauren M. Coletta
Biology 6k Pre-Medicine
Christine E. Collins
Psychology
Kevin M. Colvin
Economics
Laura R. Condon
Chemistry
Christopher J. Collins
Economics 6k Accounting
Christopher J. Conner
English
14 Seniors
Jeffrey R. Connolly
Economics & Asian Studies
Kevin P. Connolly
Political Science
Daniel B. Connors
Mology & Pre-Medicine
Ashley D. Constantine
Psychology
James A. Corbett
Sociology
Christina M. Cording
Psychology
Kristine S. Corkum
Biology &. Pre-Medicine
Nathaniel J. Couture
Economics &. Accounting
Meghan E. Cox
Spanish ck Sociology
Charles J. Crawley
Political Science &. Creative Writing
Jason M. Crescenzo
History
Mary A. Crowley
History &. Sociology
Peter Crowley
Sociology
Sueleidy Cruz
Psychology
Kyle B. Cruze
Economics
Jamie M. Curley
Psychology
Seniors U
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A
Kate M. Curran
Religious Studies
Matthew S. Curran
Biology
Michael P. Cutting
Spanish
Lauren E. Daley
Economics
James J. Daly
Physics, Math &. Pre-Medicine
Michael R. Daly
Economics
Matthew J. Czarnecki
History
Nghi B. Dang
English
A Isa DattiloEconomics John P. DavisEconomics, Accounting 6k Philosophy Jerome W. DayeEnglish Alycia J. DeangelisPolitical Science
J 6 Seniors
Kathryn T. Dearing
Religious Studies, Philosophy Minor,
& Asian Studies Concentration
Robert S. Denien
Music
Caitlin M. Deitz
Siology & Pre-Dental
Blanca S. Del Castillo
Art History 6k Asian Studies Concentration
Alexandra C. Dempsey
Environmental Studies 6k Philosophy
Matthew Desantis
Engineering
Annmarie Dever
Spanish
Elizabeth L. Devereaux
Economics 6k Accounting
Christian S. Dignes
Mathematics 6k English
Celia A. Dillon
Political Science
Keith C. Dimalanta
English
Matthew T. Dimare
Psychology 6k Pre-Medicine
Anthony M. Dimichele
Religious Studies
Michael H. Ding
Economics
Minh C. Dinh
Biology
Mary C. Dixon
Sociology
Vniors \
,
d.
Andrea M. Doherty
English
Ashley R. Domingue
Sociology
Katelynne E. Donahue
English &. French
Jessica Donovan
Psychology & Anthropology Minor I
Meghan K. Donovan
Mathematics
Jonathan K. Downing
Psychology
A Amanda M. DuganStudies In World Literatures
18 S
Andrew A. Dorosario
English
Lindsey P. Driscoll
Mathematics & Computer Science
Kevin G. Dowd
Economics & Sociology
Lisa M. Dowd
Sociology
Michelle L. Duclos
English
Robert F. Dudley
Classics
Timothy B. Dugan
English
Heather N. Duggan
German
Kristen E. Dunlap
Spanish & Anthropology
eniors
Micaela E. English
Philosophy
Corey C. Evans
Sociology
Corey D. Evans
Political Science
Kara J. Evans
History
Katherine G. Falkowski
Sociology & Religious Studies
Christina M. Falsone
Psychology 6k Spanish
Caitlin L. Farrell
Economics & Accounting
Kathleen A. Federico
English 6k Political Science «\
Seniors 19
Reid Feller
History 6* Asian Studies
Mary R. Ferrel
Anthropology & Spanish
Matthew D. Fielding
Economics & Political Science
Patrick F. Finn
Computer Science
A
Kenneth W. Flanders
Visual & Studio Arts
Kara W. Flint
Sociology
James E. Flavin
Economics
Kristen A. Fleming
Theatre 6k English
Andrew D. Flynn
English
Katherine M. Flynn
English ck Pre-Business
Eric A. Fleury
Political Science
John A. Foley
Economics
20 Seniors
Kristen M. Foley
/chology, Religious Studies, & Pre-Law
Jordan D. Forester
Economics
Peter J. Fonseca
Economics
Sarah E. Fontaine
Sociology
Michael R. Forkel
Economics & Accounting
Timothy L. Fosbury
English
Caitlin H. Ford
French
Erin C. Foster
Visual & Studio Arts
Brenton R. Franklin
Chemistry & Pre-Medicine
Nicole M. Friebel
Biology
Erica M. Friedlander
Sociology
Katherine A. Fritz
English & Theatre
Sean M. Furey
History
Erika L. Furtado
Political Science & Pre-Medicine
Brian G. Gabriel
Biology
Thomas E. Gaffney
Political Science 6k Chinese «\
Seniors 2
1
Brian R. Giapponi
History & Political Science
Casey A. Gillespie
Political Science
Kathleen A. Glynn
Political Science
Gilberto L. Gomez
Chemistry
Gregory Gonzalez
Sociology &. Philosophy
Stephanie A. Gonzalez
Sociology & Italian
Thomas H. Gordon
History
A Zachary J. GormanEconomics Christine A. GovernBiology Brendan B. GrafPolitical Science Douglas M. GraiserClassics
22 Seniors
Mary E. Grogan
English
Matthew L. Guardino
History
Katherine A. Guarino
Spanish & Music
Ariana E. Guerrero
Sociology & Studio Art
Jabian Gutierrez
Political Science & Spanish
Molly G. Haglund
Political Science
Nicholas E. Hahneman
Chinese Civilization & Language
Joseph E. Hajjar
History
Courtney C. Hakanson
English & Art History
Margaret A. Halley
Sociology & Women's Studies
Eileen E. Halloran
History
Kathleen A. Halloran
Political Science ok Religious Studiesy\
Seniors 25
Sally A. Hile
Chinese Language &. Civilization
Justine E. Hill
Visual &. Studio Arts
Ryan S. Hogan
Economics &. Accounting
Shailin J. Hogan
Mathematics
A Meghan E. HoranPolitical Science Kathleen M. HorohoeSpanish &. Naval Science Samuel D. HutchingsEconomics & Philosophy Meaghan J. HydeBiology &. Pre-Medicine
24 Seniors
Alex J. Ignachuck
English
Elizabeth A. Irwin
History
Ryan C. Jackson
Mathematics & Pre-Medicine
Valerie K. Jackson
History
Sean E. Jacobs
Economics
Elkine Jacques
Sociology
Adam T. Jarret
English
Youseline Jean-Louis
Sociology & Gerontology
Sarah M. Jensen
Spanish
Christopher A. Jessel
Political Science
David H. Johnson
Economics &. Political Science
Erin M. Johnson
Political Science &. Environmental Studies
Maya Jones
Sociology
Ryan S. Jones
Economics
Matthew K. Kaili
Computer Science
Gregory D. Kakas
Classics /\
Seniors 25
Christie C. Kapothanasis
Philosophy
Allison A. Kaufman
English & Creative Writin;
Ashley M. Kent
Psychology
A Sefton M. KincaidEconomics
Robert J. Kerbstat
History
Peter J. Kavanewsky
History
William J. King
English
Saerom Kim
Psychology &. Pre-Medicine
Maggie C. Kinnealey
Psychology
Caitlin M. Kean
Classics
Frank M. Kimball
English
Raymond A. Klein
Political Science
26 Seniors
Alexandra Lamela
German &. Pre-Medicine
Ellen K. Lamson
Sociology & Asian Studies
Catherine E. Landry
Economics 6k Accounting
Tiffany E. Larose
Sociology & Deaf Studies
Amanda M. Laterza
Biology & Pre-Medicine
Kevin A. Lavelle
History
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Robert M. Lapolla
Economics & History
Jay R. Lawlor
English 6-
Seniors 1/
Michael J. Leard
Economics
Lawrence W. Lin
Economics &. Accounting
Christina M. Lebec
English
Dana M. Lincicome
History
Tiffany M. Lee
Sociology
Sean M. Linnehan
Economics &. Accounting
1
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Christie M. Letarte
Psychology
David M. Lipke
Political Science
Kyle T. Lister
Economics
Jordan E. Litke
Economics
Cassandra L. Lo
English
David A. Lopez
Political Science &. Peace & Conflict Studie
Luisa M. Lora
Sociology & Latin America & Latino Studies
Amy H. Lussier
Economics & Accounting
Meghan L. Lytle
History
Robert A. Maccariello
Political Science
Erin M. Macfarland
Political Science
Justin T. Maher
History
Micaela A. Mackie
English
|
James D. Mackinson
History
Molly E. Mahan
Philosophy
Mary K. Maher
English & Spanish
Ryan P. Maher
Sociology
Diana E. Mahoney
Political Science
Lauren M. Mahoney
Psychology
Michael B. Malarick
History
Angela M. Malerba
Psychology
Genevieve A. Maliszewski
Psychology
Sydney A. Malkin
Spanish
James J. Malone
Political Science
Evan M. Maloney
English 6k German
Andrew P. Manning
Economics /\
Seniors 29
Katie A. Manzi
Political Science 6k Pre-Law
Jeffrey Mapes
History
Edwin Marte
Mathematics 6k Computer Science
Heather M. Martone
English
Shiva A. Marvasti
Political Science
Carly E. Matfus
Economics 6k Mathematics
Marsha N. Mather
English 6k Pre-Medicine
Jessica A. Mccaffrey
Economics 6k Accounting
Heather M. McCarthy
Pre-Law, English, Women's 6k Gender
Studies, Environmental Studies
William J. Mccrystal
History 6k Sociology
Katelyn F. Mcdonald
Political Science 6k
Women's 6k Gender Studies
Gavin E. Mcelroy
History
Sean R. Mcentee
History
Timothy R. Mccue
Economics 6k Philosophy
Ramona G. Mcfall
Economics
Emily N. Mcgee
English & Political Science
Melissa A. Mcgill
Biology & Biochemistry
Michael J. Mcglin
Classics
Camille O. Mcgratty
Asian Studies, Political Science, & Psychology
Brian S. Mcguane
Economics
Marshall D. Mckenna
Mathematics &. Pre-Medicine
Meaghan C. Mcsherry
Spanish
Patrick J. Mcguire
Economics & Accounting
Sarah P. Mcguire
History
Ashley M. Mclaughlin
Sociology
Kaitlin C. Mctague
History
Pamela N. Mcquade
Political Science & Italian
Kathryn A. Meehan
Biology & Pre-Medicine
Hannah M. Mcintosh-Burke
English
Brian M. Mcsharry
Economics
John C. Meikle
Film Making
Seniors i\
A.
Micaela T. Melley
History & Spanish
Meagan A. Merinder
Pre-Medicine & Sociology
Emily J. Meyer
Biology
Nicole M. Mikelson
Political Science
mm
Marcella Milio
Italian
Brendan C. Missett
English
Megan E. Miller
Political Science
Tania J. Mistretta
Political Science
Gregory W. Minogue
English
Matthew S. Mohorovich
Biology & Philosophy
Markenya N. Mirander
Psychology
Amber M. Mooney
Spanish
A Caitlin A. MooreEnglish Catherine L. MoranEnglish Margaret C. MoranClassics Jill Louise MortonEnglish
32 Seniors
Rachel A. Mosakowski
ench & Latin American ck Latino Studies
Michael J. F. Mulhern
History
Helen M. Murphy
Religious Studies
Joseph P. Murphy
Economics ck Italian Minor
Kaitlin E. Murphy
History
Kerrilyn P. Murphy
Psychology
Kristen A. Murphy
History
Megan F. Murphy
Mathematics
Samantha A. Murphy
Psychology
Sean E. Murphy
English & Art History
Edi Naco
Mathematics
Kaitlin A. Nangle
Psychology
Bryce R. Nantes
Economics & Accounting
Kristin E. Neal
Sociology
Elizabeth P. Nehemiah
Psychology
Jaclyn A. Nestor
Biology &. Pre-Medicine y\
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Seniors 55
Christina E. Newell
Political Science & Asian Studies
Daniel Q. Nguyen
Economics <St Asian Studies
Daniel P. Nolan
Psychology
Benjamin Nwachukwu
Religious Studies 6k Economics
Kathleen E. O'Brien
English 6k Art History
Kathryn M. O'Brien
Chemistry
Lauren M. Nutile
Biology
Maryanne K. O'Brien
Psychology 6k Asian Studies Concentrai"
Matthew C. O'Brien
Economics 6k Accounting
Sara M. O'Coin
History 6k Pre-Law
Lauren K. O'Connell
Sociology
Caitlin M. O'Connor
English
A Ryan T. O'ConnorBiology Molly C. O'KeefeEconomics 6k Naval Science Christopher M. O'LearyMathematics 6k French Jaye P. O'LearyVisual Arts 6k Art History
34 Seniors
Kelly A. O'Neil
English
William J. O'Neill
Economics &. French
Sara E. O'Quinn
Psychology
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Katelyn M. O'Regan
Spanish
Caralyne E. O'Sullivan
Psychology
Lauren M. Oplinger
Mathematics & Economics
Kristen M. Oats
Chemistry & Pre-Medicine
Parnell B. Ormiston
Psychology
Robert J. Olejnik
Mathematics
Vondre E. Ossorio
Theatre
Melanie A. Opacki
English
Andrew A. Pace
Mathematics & Spanish
James W. Packard
Biology
Mary C. Padden
Anthropology
Alison M. Padick
Economics & Accounting
Laura M. Panko
Chemistry
Temors 4-
Anthony J. Pappas
English
Paul J. Pensa
History
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Eileen E. M. Paquette
Religious Studies
Loyola M. Pasiewicz
Chemistry
Vincent E. Perito
Biology (St. Peace 6k Conflict Studies
Richard W. Persutti
Economics
James D. Pelligrini
Mathematics
Alison M. Peters
Economics & Accounting
Emma E. Peterson
Mathematics
Paul V. Phillipino
Political Science
Jessica M. Pietrowicz
Sociology 6k Studio Art
Christopher R. Piltin
Pre-Medicine 6k Studio Art
A Courtney E. PinkhamPsychology Waheed Ahmed PirzaiChemistry Nicholas B. PizzoneClassics Mikaele R. PorterSpanish 6k Theatre
36 Seniors
Kaitlyn A. Pote
English
Erin T. Potvin
Pre-Medicine & Religious Studies
Caitlin A. R. Powell
Italian & Political Science
Kimberly M. Powell
Visual & Studio Artck Deaf Studies
Rachel T. Provencher
Political Science
Andrew P. Pursell
Mathematics
Rachel M. Quaden
Mathematics & Pre-Medicine
Kathleen R. Quinlan
Political Science
Margaret L. Quinlan
English, Women's & Gender Studies
Meghan P. Quinn
Classics
Michelle A. Racine
English
David A. Radcliffe
Economics
Kristin M. Rajala
Psychology
Kate A. Rallis
Economics
Christina S. Rapa
Visual &. Studio Arts
Jena L. Rascoe
English
Seniors 3/
Timothy D. Redmond
iconomics
Steven P. Reed
History
Emily M. Reilly
Mathematics & Pre-Medicine
Dale C. Reinhardt
Economics
Michelle M. Reis
English & Teacher Education Program
Sarah A. Rendon
Psychology & French
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Christine M. Repoli
Mathematics & Economics
Claire E. Rettig-Zucchi
Sociology
Damon W. Reynolds
English
Tara L. Richards
Psychology & Pre-Dental
Michael T. Ricotta
History
Michael J. Riordan
Political Science & Pre-Law
j\
Jennifer L. Robert
Chemistry & Spanish
Michael W. Roche
English
Patrick N. Rodenbush
English
Steven W. Rodriguez
English
38 Seniors
Francis T. Rogers
Music &. Religious Studies
Liam A. Rogers
Economics
Katie E. Rowlenson
Sociology
Melissa Rubes
Psychology
Samantha C. Rush
Political Science & Psychology
Caitlin J. Rushworth
Religious Studies
Cathleen S. Ryan
English
Kristen E. Ryan
Psychology
Rachele E. Ryan
Economics & Spanish
Adam W. Sadowski
History
Emilia V. Salaman
Mathematics
Andrew P. Salzman
History
Stephanie A. Samborowski
Mathematics & Music
Joseph J. Sammarco
Economics & Accounting
Meredith R. Sanchez-Castillo
Psychology & Spanish
Jeffrey E. Santoro
Economics v\
Seniors 39
Devika Sarin
Economics
Colleen M. Schaefer
History
Jane S. Sarno
Sociology & Environmental Studies
Aaron J. Savelsbergh
History Si Religious Studies
Katherine G. Schelzi
English & Visual Art History
Oliver G. Schenkel
English
Cashel S. ScanlOn
Sociology
Ashley J. Schroth
Biology
Dominick J. Sciame
Economics
Mariesa A. Searles
Economics & Accounting
Peter R. Serino
History
Michael P. Shaw
Political Science
A Matthew J. SheaHistory Kelly E. SheehanSpanish & Economics Matthew V. SilvestriEnglish Alexander SimaoMathematics
40 Seniors
Christina X. Simollardes
Psychology 6k Sociology
Brian J. Smerkers
Mathematics 6k Pre-Medicine
Cristina Skamangas
Spanish 6k Sociology
Kelly Skeuse
Mathematics 6k Computer Science
Shruti Sreepathi
English 6k Pre-Medicine
Christopher J. Smith
Mathematics
Ryan K. Sosebee
Mathematics
Cal B. St. Denis
Biology
Mark J. Stasaitis
Biology 6k Pre-Medicine
Joseph R. Skrzek
Economics
Katie A. Spinelli
Mathematics
Izabella A. Stasicki
Economics 6k Pre-Medicine
Kaitlyn F. Stephens
Political Science
Kathrene T. Stohlman
English
Christine M. Strawson
Biology, Pre-Medicine 6k Teachers
Certification
Caitlin T. Street
Economics 6k Mathematics y\
Seniors 41
Christine M. Sturdevant
Mathematics &. Pte-Medicine
Robert M. Sullivan, III
Economics
Kenneth L. Szal
Economics & Religious Studies
Caitlin B. Sullivan
History & Women's Studies
Francis S. Sweeney
Psychology
Kelly Sullivan
Economics & Accounting
Lucy M. Sweeney
Spanish
Kyleen E. Swords
Chemistry & Pre-Medicine
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Laura J. Szaro
English
Zachary P. Tallarico
English
Jason P. Tartaglione
Biology &. Pre-Medicine
Vanessa R. Taylor
History & Medieval & Renaissance Studies
Remy M. Tetrault
Political Science & Art History
Michael D. Thater
Economics &. Pre-Medicine
Mark J. Thompson
Economics ck Art History
Timothy M. Thran
Mathematics & Economics
Kyle P. Tinsley
Economics & Studio Arts
Ashley Trama
Biology
Mary K. Treanor
History
Alyssa L. Trometter
History
Christopher S. Trovato
History
Christine M. Trznadel
Mathematics & Pre-Medicine
James G. Tselikis
Political Science
Catherine N. Turner
Anthropology
Christa M. Vail
Religious Studies &. German
Renata K. Tuttle
English
Joseph C. Valencia
Biology
Elizabeth A. Umphrey
Psychology & Pre-Medicine
James F. Varsam
History & Economics
David R. Ursillo
Political Science
Meredith L. Vasquez
Political Science & Chinese /\
Seniors -43
Victor Vaval
Economics 6k French
Colleen Walsh
Spanish
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Meghan C. Ward
Spanish
Christina Ventresca
English
Matthew J. Vicidomino
Psychology
Eileen P. Walsh
Political Science
Ivan Watanabe
Political Science & Spanish
Laura A. Walsh
Psychology
Catherine J. Wauters
Political Science
Truong Vo
Chemistry
Maryellen K. Walsh
Visual & Studio Art
Daniel L. Weagle
History & Classics
A Meara A. WeaverPsychology
44 Seniors
Benjamin T. Webber
Classics 6k Pre-Medicine
Amanda J. Webster
Physics 6k Psychology
Nathan J. Weinreich
History
Dennis J. Wirth
Physics
Jane D. Woodfield
Religions Studies
Michael R. Wooters
History
Daniel P. Wotherspoon
Sociology
Seniors 41
ioo
j
David J. Wright
Classics
John J. Wright
Economics & Accounting
Carolyn M. Yates
Psychology &. Studio Art
Cara A. Zambri
Sociology
Daniel J. Zanatta
Economics
Alison M. Zangari
French & Music
Fjoralba Zhobro
Political Science ck French
A
46 Semors
Class of 2008 Not Photographed
Brendan W. Akashian
James W. Alexander
Lindsey J. Angione
Stephanie Apollon
Amanda L. Bastien
Patrick R. Baxter
Marsalis C. Beckford
Meghan M. Biggins
Joseph J. Bove
Patrick B. Brady
Alison P. Brewster
Katherine E. Brower
Natasha J. Brown
John R. Butler
Daniela P. Calosso
Vincent A. Candelore
Justin A. Caramiciu
Courtney K. Celebre
Alfred P F. Chan
Byron R. Chicklis
Kasey N. Chotkowski
Malaika N. Clarke
Maya Clarke-Jones
Robert L. Clemente
Robert S. Cocuzzo
Lauren M. Coletta
Jeffrey R. Connolly
Juliette L. Cormier
Charles J. Crawley
John M. Curto
Matthew R. Desantis
Michelle L. Diblasi
Lauren M. Doucette
Cassidy P. Edwards
Reid O. Feller
Andrew W. Ferrara
Eileen M. Flanagan
Jordan D. Forester
Ryan J. Gardner
Patrick C. Gough
Daniel R. Goulet
Douglas M. Graiser
Katherine M. Green
Obioma V. Green
Caitlin M. Griffin
Jabian Gutierrez
Michael C. Hall
Laura A. Hammond
Thomas E. Harrison
Mary M. Hays
Matthew K. Kaili
Caitlin M. Kean
Mark P. Kelliher
Frank M. Kimball
Sefton M. Kincaid
Christine M. Kingston
Raymond A. Klein
Brian T. Kolb
Jay R. Lawlor
Christina M. Lebec
Tiffany M. Lee
Brian F. Leonard
Cassandra L. Lo
Susanna T. Lynch
Christopher P. Lynett
Meghan L. Lytle
Molly E. Mahan
Ryan P. Maher
Justin G. Martin
Mia L. Martinez
Carly E. Matfus
Kevin V M. McCarthy
Katelyn F. Mcdonald
Ryan M. Mcguire
Erica A. Mckeever
Kevin M. Mclane
Brian M. Mcsharry
Alyssa K. Miller
Markenya N. Mirander
Daniel J. Morais
Christopher C. Morris
Samuel W. Moss
Helen M. Murphy
Kaitlin E. Murphy
Kerrilyn P. Murphy
Lauren G. Musiello
ElizaBeth P. Nehemiah
Jaclyn A. Nestor
Daniel P. Nolan
Michael C. O'Brien
Sara M. O'Coin
Ryan T. O'Connor
Rory A. Ogden
Kathleen A. O'Gorman
John F. O'Grady
Chidiebere M. Okpoebo
Christopher M. O'Leary
William J. O'Neill
Lauren M. Oplinger
Sara E. O'Quinn
Mary C. Padden
Kayla D. Pennill
Demetrick Perkins
Christopher R. Piltin
Nicholas B. Pizzone
Brian T. Porter
Mikaele R. Porter
Caitlin Ar Powell
Evelyn C. Powell
Nicholas A. Quinby
Michelle M. Ramirez
Jena L. Rascoe
Claire E. Rettig-Zucchi
Santiago Rodao
Sheila Rom
Adam W. Sadowski
Stephanie A. Samborowski
Oliver G. Schenkel
Anne K. Schroeder
Mariesa A. Searles
William H. Seward
Matthew V. Silvestri
Elissa R. Skovron
David J. Sloand
Shruti Sreepathi
Mark J. Stasaitis
Greg A. Sylvestre
Sarah A. Tagg
Michael A. Techmeier
Phuonganh P. Tong
Estela Trebicka
Victoria R. Vergara
Meghan C. Ward
Darin J. Webster
David J. Wright
John J. Wright
Jerome Wright-Daye
Fjoralba Zhobro
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50 Faculty & Staff
"I do not know what I may appear to the world; but to myself I
seem to have been only like a boy playing on the seashore, and
diverting myself in now and then finding a smoother pebble or
a prettier shell than ordinary, whilst the great ocean of truth
lay all undiscovered before me."
~ Isaac Newton
I
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Victoria Swigert
Dean of Class of 2008
G. Earl Peace
Dean of Class of 2009
Esther Levine
Dean of Class of 2010
M
Mark Freeman
Dean of Class of 2011
A
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\Timothy R. Austin
Vice President for Academic
Affairs and Dean of the College
Margaret N. Freije
Associate Dean of the College
Rev. Michael C. McFarland
President
Neal E. Lipsitz
Associate Dean for Student
Development
William R. Morse
Special Assistant to the Dean
Jacqueline D. Peterson
Vice President for Student Af-
fairs & Dean of Students
Frank Vellaccio
Senior Vice President
Faculty &. Start 53
Biology
CISS
Chemistry
Classics
A
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Biology
Robert Bellin, Robert Bertin,
Michael Chapman, Leon Claes-
sens, Cara Constance, James
Doyle, Catherine Dumas,
George Hoffmann, Mary Lee
Ledbetter, Peter Lemay, Kornath
Madhavan, Sara Mitchell, Karen
Ober, Kenneth Prestwich, Ann
Sheehy, William Sobczak, and
Madeline Vargas
CISS
Isabel Alvarez-Borland, Susan
Amatangelo, Nancy Andrews,
Sahar Bazzaz, David Chu, Judith
Chubb, Christine Coch, Susan
Cunningham, Gary DeAngelis,
Thomas Doughton, Judy Freed-
man-Fask, Thomas Gottschang,
Ambroise Kom, Vickie Langohr,
Richard Matlak, Shawn Mau-
rer, Catherine Roberts, Karsten
Steuber, Edward Thompson, and
Steve Vineberg
Chemistry
Joshua Farrell, Maria Fistik, Kim-
berly Frederick, Richard Her-
rick, Ronald Jarret, Glenn Jones,
Jude Kelley, Kenneth Mills, G.
Earl Peace, Sarah Petty, Kevin
Quinn, Bianca Sculimbrene, and
Jane Van Doren
Classics
Nancy Andrews, Mary Ebbott,
John Hamilton, Timothy Joseph,
Eugenia Lao, Peter Lech, Thom-
as Martin, Blaise Nagy, Ellen
Perry, D. Neel Smith, Edward
Vodoklys, and William Ziobro
Faculty & Statf 5f
Economics and Accounting
Education
English
History
A
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Economics & Accounting
Charles Anderton, Nancy Bal-
diga, Robert Baumann, Melissa
Boyle, Miles Cahill, John Carter,
Kevin Deedy, Thomas Gott-
schang, Katherine Kiel, Victor
Matheson, William Mosher,
John D. O'Connell, John F.
O'Connell, Debra O'Connor,
Kolleen Rask, Nicolas Sanchez,
Scott Sandstrom, David Schap,
and Karen Teitel
Education
Danuta Bukatko, Ricardo Dobles,
Ericka Fisher, Thomas Gibbons,
James Moran, and David Roach
English
Patricia Bizzell, Christine Coch,
Robert Cording, Joanne Marie
Cordon, Diana Cruz, Maurice
Geracht, Debra Gettelman,
Elaine Hays, Patrick Ireland,
James Kee, Sarah Luria, Richard
Matlak, Shawn Lisa Maurer, Rev.
James Miracky, William Morse,
Jonathan Mulrooney, Lee Oser,
Leila Philip, Stephanie Reents,
Paige Reynolds, Bill Roorbach,
Sarah Stanbury, Susan Elizabeth
Sweeney, and Helen Whall
History
Lorraine Attreed, Sahar Bazzaz,
Ross Beales Jr., Rosa Carras-
quillo, Noel Cary, Mary Conley,
Diane Fox, Cynthia Hooper,
Anthony Kuzniewski, Vincent
Lapomarda, Mark Lincicome,
Theresa McBride, Gwenn
Miller, David O'Brien, Edward
O'Donnell, Karen Turner, Mi-
chael West, Thomas Worcester,
and Stephanie Yuhl
Faculty & Statt4
Math & Computer Science
Is
Modern Languages
Music
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Math & Computer Science
John Anderson, Cristina Bal-
lantine, Thomas Cecil, David
Damiano, Alisa DeStefano, Mar-
garet Freije, Sharon Frechette,
Andrew Hwang, Viraj Kumar,
Steven Levandosky, John Little
III, Catherine Roberts, Gareth
Roberts, Constance Royden,
Laurie Smith-King, and Edward
Soares
Modern Languages
Josep Alba-Salas, Isabel Alva-
rez- Borland, Susan Amatange-
lo, M. Estrella Cibreiro-Couce,
John Cull, Luccia Ducci, Adele
Eleanor Parker, Laurence Enjol-
ras, Claudia Francesca Esposito,
Helen Freear-Papio, Judy Freed-
man-Fask, Daniel Frost, Rocio
Fuentes, Francisco Gago-Jover,
Baozhang He, Ambroise Kom,
Esther Levine, Ying Li, Sofia
Linares-Abella, Elena Luongo,
Rose Mambert, Paola Marconi,
Mary Morrisard-Larkin, Eliza-
beth O'Connell-Inman, Jona-
than Otto-Wipplinger, Olga
Partan, Claudia Ross, Thibault
Schilt, Sylvia Schmitz-Burgard,
Dennise Scott, Stephen Shapiro,
Dana Simpson, Amy Singleton-
Adams, Cynthia Stone, Jorge
Valdes, and Zhenjun Zhang
Music
Jennifer Ashe, Sarah Bob, Scho-
la Cantorum, Orlando Cela,
James David Christie, Eric Cul-
ver, Pamela Getnick, Osvaldo
Golijov, Stephen Gorbos, Sarah
Grunstein, Joseph Halko, Mar-
ian Hanshaw, Bruce Hopkins,
Shirish Korde, Chi-Ju Juliet
Lai, Carol Lieberman, Michael
Monaghan, Thomas Mountain,
Brian Robison, Pieter Struyk,
Robert Sullivan, Peter Sulski,
Marsha Vleck, Jessica Waldoff,
and Douelas Weeks
Naval Science
CAPT Robert McNaught and
CDR John Bishop
Faculty & Start 59
Philosophy
Physics
Political Science
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Philosophy
Jeffrey Bernstein, Andrea
Borghini, Lawrence Cahoone,
Predrag Cicovacki, Christopher
Dustin, Maria Granik, Joseph
Lawrence, John Manoussakis,
May Sim, William Stempsey,
Karsten Stueber, and Shelby
Weitzel
Physics
Robert Garvey, Matthew Koss,
Tomohiko Narita, Paul Oxley,
Timothy Roach, Randy Ross, Ja-
nine Shertzer, and De-Ping Yang
Political Science
Hussein Adam, Donald Brand,
Loren Cass, Judith Chubb, Caren
Dubnoff , Antonis Ellinas, Dustin
Gish, Daniel Klinghard, Stephen
Kocs, Vickie Langohr, B. Jeffrey
Reno, Maria Rodrigues, David
Schaefer, Denise Schaeffer, and
Ward Thomas
Psychology
John Axelson, Daniel Bitran,
Alison Bryant-Ludden, Danuta
Bukatko, Gregory DiGirolamo,
Matthew Elliott, Mark Freeman,
Andrew Futterman, Mark Hal-
lahan, Jumi Hayaki, Suzanne
Kirschner, Patricia Kramer,
Charles Locurto, Rebekah Phil-
lips, Richard Schmidt, Mark
Sykes, Charles Weiss, and Amy
Wolfson
A
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Religious Studies
Sociology and Anthropology
Theater
Visual Arts
A
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Religious Studies
Alan Avery-Peck, John Brooks,
Bernadette Brooten, Jeffrey
Burke, Rosemary Carbine, Wil-
liam Clark, Gary DeAngelis,
Mary Doyle-Roche, Brian Fla-
nagan, Mary Hobgood, Caroline
Johnson-Hodge, Alice Laffey,
Todd Lewis, Frederick Murphy,
James Nickoloff, Joanne Pierce,
William Reiser, Mathew
Schmalz, and William Shea
Sociology & Anthropology
Renne Beard, James Bryant,
Melissa Butler, Heather Con-
nors, Susan Crawford-Sullivan,
Susan Cunningham, Diane
Diamond, Diane Fox, Jennie
Germann Molz, Carolyn Howe,
David Hummon, Leslie Killgore,
Thomas Landy, Jerry Lembcke,
Ann Marie Leshkowich, Susan
Rodgers, Royce Singleton, Vic-
toria Swigert, Edward Thompson
Jr., and Caroline Yezar
Theatre
I Made Bandem, Jimena Ber-
mejo, Barbara Craig, Kurt Hult-
gren, Edward Isser, Lynn Kremer,
Kaela San Lee, Timothy Smith,
and Steve Vineberg
Visual Arts
Michael Beatty, Jennifer Ca-
dero-Gillette, Michael Demers,
Amy Derry, David Karmon,
Amanda Luyster, Robert Parke-
Harrison, Virginia Raguin, John
Reboli, Naomi Ribner, Cristi
Rinklin, Susan Schmidt, Leslie
Schomp, and Joanna Ziegler
A
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Rev. William J. O'Halloran, S.J.
1927-2008
1927
1945
1947
1958
1963
1964-1968
1968-1975
1968-1974
1968-1975
1981-1984
1984-1998
1998-2008
« He would feel bettr if we treated
everyone with dignity, and he would
be happy if we laughed, maybe even
blow a gasket every now and then.
Father O'Halloran would want us
to carry the brightly lit torch he has
handed to us. /
~ F. Thomas O'Halloran
Born 26 November, Springfield, Massachusetts
Graduate, LaSalle Academy, Providence, RI
8 September: First Vows, the Society of Jesus, Shadowbrook
30 July: ordained at Cathedral of Notre Dame, Senlis, France
2 February: Final Vows, Fordham University Chapel
Assistant Professor of Psychology, College of the Holy Cross
Associate Professor of Psychology, College of the Holy Cross
Rector, Jesuit Community, College of the Holy Cross
Summers passium: Research Fellow, National Science
Foundation and University of Michigan
Director of Foundation and Corporate Relations, College of the Holy
Cross
Vice President, College of the Holy Cross
Special Assistant to the President, College of the Holy Cross
n
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We will remember and keep
A
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Rev. Paul J. Nelligan, S.J.
1 924-2007
rtfl
vv Fr. Nelligan's 'ministry to the
Holy Cross community these last
years was a true pastoral one, a
ministry of attentive presence. He
had the time, and the desire, to do
what many of wish we could do-he
met and engaged people in what St.
Ignatius would call 'spiritual con- //
versation.
~ William Campbell, S.J
.
[924 Born 5 September
JL941 Graduated Boston College High School
1943 8 December: First Vows, the Society of Jesus, Shadowbrook
1954 19 June: ordained a Priest by the Most Reverend Richard J. Cushing, Archbishop of Boston,
Chapel of the Holy Spirit, Weston College
1958 15 August Final Vows Boston College High School
1981-1 982 Assistant Secretary of the Society, Curia Generaliza, Rome
i 982- 1 988 Assistant Archivist, Boston College
1988-1996 Archivist, College of the Holy Cross
jl 996- 1 999 Assistant Archivist, College of the Holy Cross
[998-2005 Archivist New England Province of the Society of Jesus
$05-2007 Assistant Archivist New England Province of the Society of Jesus
v
the spirityou have left us.
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"Life can be pulled by goals just as surely as it can be pushed
by drives."
j sy
-Viktor Frankl
\
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Katie Aylward
Kaitlyn Barnes
Courtney Callahan
Kelly Casey
Lauren Coletta
Jessie Cullen
Brittany Gildea
Kara Gonnerman
Nora Happny
Sara O'Coin
Kim Powell
Katie Rowlenson
Breezy Rush
Kristin Schul:
Alanna Sikorski
Erin Singleton
Eli Skoyron
Katie Talbert
1 P{™Ff
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Field Hockey
"If5 not so Important wfe starts the
game but wfio finishes it"
- lotim Wooden
A
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Highlights
Holy Cross Opponent
Sena 07 01
St. Francis 05 00
Lafayette 01 00
Quinnipiac 03 02
BUCKNELL 03 02
Brown 03 02
A.
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Allosso
Seun Bayode
Mike Bernazzani
Brian Billman
Danny Bluth
Luke Botting
Matt Brady
Jon Brock
Daryl Brown
RJ. Buchholz
Dana Bugiione
Steve Buller
Evan Byrd
Anthony Campbell
Alex Carson
Luke Chmielinski
Andrew Cialino
Nick Cole
Will Collins
Kyle DiLella
Anthony DiMichele
Rob Dornfried
Bill Edger
Matt Ferrel
Kent Flanders
Tommy Fleming
Mike Fravvley
Chris Fucillo
David Gang
Terrance Gass
Graham Gawryszewski
Taylor Glor
Rory Glowik
Kevin Golden
Casey Gough
Doug Graiser
Obi Green
Pat Haidon
Thomas Harrison
Mike Holloway
Matt Jackson
Josh Jenkins
Alex Johnson
Justin Johnson
Aaron Jones
Mark Kelliher
Mike Kielt
Joe Kosich
Rob Koster
Sean Lamkin
Nate Langelier
Jachin Leatherman
Don Lemieux
Quentin Liggins
Nicholas MacDonald
Justin Maher
Ryan Maher
Don Matheney
Brian Mauthe
Mike McCabe
Brett McDermott
Ryan McGuire
James McLaughlin
Brian McSharry
Jo Jo Moore
Marcus Morgan
Kyle Mushaweh
John Myrick
Wayne Nesbit
Paul Nielsen
Josh Nims
Dan Nolan
Mude Ohimor
Mason Olson
Matt Partain
Deme trie c Perkins
Rob Petrosino
Chris Poole
Dominic Randolph
Kevin Regan
Marcus Rodriguez
Anthony Ruoti
Adam Sadowski
Freddie Santana
Ty Shaw
Andrew Sherwood
Chris Smith
Kyle Smith
Ryan Stewart
Joe Strzempka
Rory Sullivan
Ryan Taggart
Brandt Tierney
Perry Townsend
Rob Turner
Karl Van Wygerden
Drew Volkmann
Bryan Walwyn
Niko Williams
Scott Wise
Michael
A
Wright
FOOTBALL
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Holy Cross Opponent
Massachusetts 30 40
Harvard 31 28
Georgetown 55 00
Yale 17 38
Brown 48 37
Dartmouth 41 15
LEHIGH 59 10
BUCKNELL 45 21
Fordham 21 24
Lafayette 21 31
Colgate 27 20
A.
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Casey Boland
Courtney Callahan
Mary Ferketic
Caitlin Belanger
Jenna Campagna
Justine Cefalu
Kendra Demakis
Kaitlyn Friday
Marielle Gonzalez
Sarah Gouveia
Paige Harrison
Meighan Kelly
Tracy Koval
Megan Metzger
Christine Moran
Alison Peters
Jessica Pietrowicz
Chelsi Pugliese
Shelby Stand
Jessica Stone
Lauren Wright
w
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Soccer
A
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Highlights
Holy Cross Opponent
Albany
Sacred Heart
Lehigh
Lafayette
03
02
02
01
00
01
01
00
A
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Andreas Andrews
Franco Bacigalupo
Keith Bauer
Marsalis Beckford
Matt Beckley
Thomas Booth
Philippe Candido
Diego Castaneda
Felipe Castrillon
Jerry Dickinson
Kregory Hefner
Henry Hulick
James Imbriani
Sefton Kincaid
Wesley Laine
David LeBar
Alejandro Melean
Kyle Miller
Ryan O'Hanlon
Chidie Okpoebo
Alex Schweitzer
Peter Siclari
Paul Tearson
Tom Van Grinsven
Jon Werth
Peter Whooley
Tom Wilhelm
Soccer
"far better it is to dare mighty things, to
win glorious triumphs e\iev\ though check-
ered by failure, thav\ to rank \N\f\ those
poor spirits who neither ev\\oy v\or suffer
wuch because they he lv\ the gray twilight
that knows neither victory nor defeat"
- Jheodore Roosevelt
jN
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Manhattan 04 00
Maine 01 00
Sacred Heart 01 02
Providence 00 01
Northeastern 01 00
Siena 03 00
New Hampshire 00 01
Colgate 00 00
Bucknell 01 01
QUINNIPIAC 00 01
Lehigh 02 01
Harvard 01 01
Navy 04 01
American 03 02
Boston College 01 02
Army 02 00
Lafayette 01 01
Lafayette 01 02
Sports 7-
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Elizabeth Alizzi
Courtney Burgess
Kristin Burke
Rose Calvo
Alisha Carrazza
Kathryn Cody
Ariana Coniglio
Sarah Croteau
Meghan Dunne
Allison Fimognari
Margarex Fox
Jacqueline Imse
Cara Joyce
Kathleen Kasper
Claire Luke
Meghan Lytle
Sarah Mahowald
Margaret Molloy
Emily Nassetta
Caitlin Paluilis
Colleen Spilka
Stephanie Stoneback
Alexandra Swiatocha
Kari Viola
Suzanne Wallace
Cross Country
"Do t(\e one \Hv\q you \Hv\k \pu cannot
do, Fail at it Try again, Do better tf\e
second time, Jfae only people wfe never
tumble are tfiose wfio never mow\t the
Hg(h wire, Tfc is \jjow moment Own it"
- Oprah Winfrey
j\
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Scoreboard
*;,
Holy Cross1 Number of
Rank Teams
Blue Devil 02
Invitational
FORDHAM 05
Invitational
Jim Sheehan Classic 01
National Catholic 08
Championship
Murray Keatinge 08
Invitational
New England 10
Championship
Leopard 05
Invitational
Patriot League 07
Championship
NCAA Northeast 22
Regional
03
27
03
37
09
44
11
08
36
SportsA
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Joe Ballway
Chris Bergan
Norman Charette
Bobby Farrelly
Vincent Fata
Sebastian Fidelus
James Fletcher
Dan Geiger
Patrick Grogan
Garrett Huddy
Peter Kistinger
Kevin Lucid
James Lundy
Brendan McGann
Brendan Medeiros
Brian Miller
Brad Mish
Carter Quinn
McLean Quinn
Ryan Quinn
Tim Richard
Kyle Rougeot
Matthew Talbot
Cross Countr
"Vo\a faaw to haw confidence \n UjOw
ability, and then be tough enough \o
follow through"
- Rosalvjnn Carter
A
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Scoreboard
Holy Cross" Number of
Rank Teams
Blue Devil 01 02
Invitational
Fordham 06 26
Invitational
Jim Sheehan Classic 01 03
National Cathouc 06 35
Championship
Murray Keatinge 07 09
Invitational
NEW ENGLAND 25 43
Championship
Leopard 09 12
Invitational
Patriot League 08 08
Championship
NCAA Northeast 30 34
Regional
t
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Molly Anderson
Liz Auger
Meredith Beatrice
Liz Campbell
Angela Chisholm
Rebecca DeSanti
Katie Fitzpatrick
Meagan Merinder
Chelsey O'Donnell
Anastasia Quinn
Christine Strawson
Samantha Surface
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Volleyball
"Sports do v\o\ build character, T^eu)
reveal it"
- Heiy)wood Brown
A
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Sarah Boehm
Kay la Carroll
Martha Datlen
Brianne Ebbeling
Sahendy Estevez
Rachael Galanek
Shannon Harris
Samantha Howland
Shala Murray
Raff Pascarella
Jenny Pietropaoli
/y
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Cheerleading
"Great ability develops and reveals l\self
increasingly wilfi every view assignment"
- baltasar Graclan
82 Sports
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"There is v\o end to what yow cav\
accomplish if (or wto) vjoia dovt care
w^o gets ffie credit!'
Florence Lwscomb
A
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MEN'S
Rob Acker
Ryan Boate
Aaron Brosnan
Michael Dougher
David Drummond
Matthew Grogan
Sean Hager
Brian Hendrickson
Matthew Hynes
Dan Kennedy
Nick Larsen
Brian Lasonde
Brian Livingston
Ian MacLaren
James McCullough
Aidan McGrath
Joseph McShane
Matt Mullaney
Sean O'Reilly
Stefan Opolski
Michael Ragone
Matt Reiff
John Ringwood
Joshua Rodriguez
Chris Smith
Shannon Sweeney
WOMEN'S
Maddie Alanis
Erica Archer
Kaitlyn Babicz
Alisha Carrazza
Gael Carter
Juliette Cormier
Chelsea Dalphond
Andrea Doherty
Amanda Dugan
Caitlin Duggan
Maggie Gousman
Dana Jorgensen
Sarah Kearns
Mary-Eliz;ibeth Maher
Rachael Martinez
Erin Meegan
Molly O'Brian
Stephanie Opolski
Rachel Quaden
Meghan Raimondo
Lauren Tatro
Alyson Young
SWIM & DIVE
"There are two situations that make
interesting stories; when av\ extraordi-
nary person is p\w\qed into tfie common-
place, and when an ordinary person gets
involved \n extraordinary events,"
- Sister Helen PreJean
A
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Springfield 128 113
Worcester City 1ST OF 3
Championship
Boston University 086 145
Providence 127 112
Holy Cross Women's
Opponent
Worcester City 1st of 4
Championship
Providence 145 97
f
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Laura
Elizabeth
Tayana
Christy
Whitney
Kathy
Alyssa
Briana
Ashley
Jessica
Bethany
Jessica
Aloisi
Campbell
Carper
Cushnie
Fremeau
Gruzynski
May
McFadden
McLaughlin
Merrihue
O'Dell
Pearson
W@MIIif
BASKETBALL
"We become Just by performing Just
actions, temperate by performing tem-
perate actions, brave by performing
brave actions"
- Aristotle
A
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Holy Cross
5
Opponent
79 50
65 56
61 54
71 57
79 60
66 59
77 70
60 52
48 46
62 51
59 37
53 51
60 48
73 67
56 53
63 53
62 55
67 53
46 44
Sports"
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Andrew Beinert
Tim Clifford
Ramon Colon
Kyle Cruze
Colin Cunningham
Lawrence Dixon
Pat Doherty
Josh Jones
Andrew Keister
Adam May
Greg McCarthy
Eric Meister
Zach Paterick
Alex Vander Baan
Victor Vaval
HI
BASKETBALL
Always bear in mind that yow own
resolution to succeed is more important
tnan av\yj one \Hv\ql
-Abraham Lincoln
_A
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HOFSTRA
Fairfield
Hampton
Harvard
Ohio
Yale
St. Joseph's
Boston University
San Francisco
American
Lehigh
Lafayette
Army
Bucknell
Northeastern
HUGHT
Holy Cross
s 1
Opponent
61 47
67 54
60 52
80 69
62 60
60 39
71 66
65 62
67 63
66 64
60 42
77 57
64 53
63 53
61 47
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Lindsay Atkinson
Emalee Blumhagen
Stephanie Couzin
Christina D'Ambrogio
Allie DeAngelis
Katelyn Doherty
Meghan Donovan
Katie Falkowski
Monique Gallant
Casey Harvell
Emily Henry
Louise Hillen
Kathryn Kelley
Jocelyn Kratchmer
Colleen Krmpotich
Alicia Lew
Julia Matthews
Amy McGhee
Sam Murphy
Wendy Nohrega
Kathryn O'Connor
Parny Ormiston
Sam Rush
Lisa Wilson
J*JM W ©88180'
ICE HOCKEY
access is not the result of spontaneous
combustion, You must set yourself on
fire"
- Reggie Leacn"
A
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Highlights
Holy Cross Opponent
Sacred Heart 05 03
UMass-Boston 05 01
Plymcxjth State 07 01
MTT 08 01
Salve Regina 03 02
Wesleyan 03 02
Castleton State 05 03
Plymouth State 11 04
St. Michael's 06 03
Southern Maine 01 00
New England College 04 03
MTT 07 00
Norwich 02 01
St. Michael's 03 01
UMass-Boston 04 03
St. Anselm 00 00
St. Michael's 03 00
A
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Joe Brock
Matt Burke
Matt Celin
Ian Dams
Marty Dams
Ryan Driscoll
Rob Forshner
Brent Franklin
Brian Gabriel
Jamie Jelinek
Charlie Lockwood
Peter Lorinser
J.R Martignetti
Shane McAdam
Bryce Nantes
Frank O'Grady
Bill Pinel
Dale Reinhardt
Adam Roy
Brodie Sheahan
Everett Sheen
Cal St. Denis
Dewey Thomson
Chris Trovato
Jim Tselikis
Matt Werry
Mark Znutas
tajj _i
CROWNE PLAZA
WORCESTER - DOWNTOWN
THE PLACE TO V E £ ~
ICE HOCKEY
"A good (hockey player plays where the
pv\ek is, A great hockey player plays
where the p\Acfc is going to be"
Wayne Gretzky
A
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Holy Cross Opponent
Providence 06 04
Mercyhurst 04 01
Army 03 01
Canisrjs 03 02
Air Force 05 05
Connecticut 04 01
Merrimack 02 02
Vermont 01 01
Western Michigan 01 01
Bentley 04 02
AIC 05 03
Sacred Heart 04 02
Canisrjs 03 02
Sacred Heart 03 01
f
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CANDIDS
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"The harder \p\A work the (harder if is to
surrender"
V\v\ce Lombard
li %: *
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Katie Alexander
Amanda Audette
Gibson Banta
Caitlin Belanger
Mandy Correale
Natalie Cruz
Caitlin Deitz
J ayme Elliott
Erin Fleming
Elizabeth Foley
Julie Girard
Sam Lenhardt
Tiffany Medwid
Courtney ' Nealon
Rory Ogden
Alyssa Olsen
Kelly O'Neil
Melissa Pivonka
Keeley Seniuk
Amanda Webster
W@M1IM
SOFTBALL
"Dwrabilif vj is part of wfiat makes a great
atfaelete"
- Bill R\Asse\
A
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Fairfield
Indiana, Purdue
Fort Wayne
Army
Hartford
Hartford
Lehigh
Lehigh
Central Connect
Colgate
Colgate
HUGHT
Holy Cross
s
Opponent
04 03
07 02
11 04
07 06
08 07
08 05
03 02
icut 06 02
05 01
12 10
A_
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Brendan Akashian
Rob Andersen
Ryan Anderson
Steve Anderson
Tommy Arrigg
Chris Blanchard
Eddie Bleiler
Nick Ciardiello
Billy Cupelo
Mike Galvin
Ryan George
Gil Gomez
Jake Gorman
Bobby Holmes
Tim Hughes
Jack Laurendeau
Kyle Lister
Brendan McCrea
Matt O'Brien
Eric Oxford
Matt Perry
Dan Seip
Dmitri Seredenko
Brian Shapiro
Matt Shapiro
John Sills
Steve Soldi
Mike Thater
Tim Thran
Baseball
"Tfie baffles ffiat count arevf tine ones for gold
medals, Tfie struggles wiffiin i/pwrself-fne invisible,
inevitable battles inside all of ws-ffiafs wfiere its at"
- Jesse Owens
A
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Holy Cross Opponent
Rollins 14 04
St. Joseph's 08 06
Georgetown 04 03
St. Joseph's 07 06
Lehigh 01 00
Lehigh 05 04
Lehigh 06 03
Lehigh 11 03
Harvard 04 03
Army 09 00
Army 02 01
Northeastern 03 02
Hartford 11 10
ButKNELL 08 00
Central Connecticut 04 03
Lafayette 02 01
Lafayette 06 01
Lafayette 12 05
Brown 14 12
Navy 11 05
Navy 06 00
frV
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Emily Atkinson
Jennifer Beaudoin
Clare Bracikowski
Courtney Brown
Katherine Byrns
Johanna Cubelli
Mary Kate Cullen
Alexandra Dempsey
Laura Dillon
Cristina Domestico
Katie Donnelly
Odet Douglass
Shannon Driscoll
Rachel Dutton
Michelle Dwyer
Ashley Fish
Lis Flaherty
Liz Flaherty
Erika Furtado
Nicole Gabana
Chloe Gordon
Abby Hammond
Erika Harrington
Maura Hogan
Valerie Jackson
Jackie Jankowski
Sarah Jones
Emily Joseph
Christie Kapothanasis
Allison Kaufman
Lane Kolyer
Caroline Krug
Casey Lee
Meridith Malysz
Monika Mangsen
Tina Milne
Claire Moynahan
Elizabeth Pavacic
Mara Piltin
Jessica Ripp
Caitlin Rushworth
Emily Samartino
Andrea Simari
MalgorzataSmas
Kelly St. Germain
Victoria Vergara
Sarah Weinstein
CREW
"Without discipline f(hem no life at all"
- Katfaarhe Hepbwvi
A
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Holy Cross Number of
Teams
Patriot League 03
Championship
New England 03
Championship
ECAC National 02
Invitational Championship
05
14
27
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Matthew Achariam
Brian Arnold
Greg Bennici
Will Bogdanowicz
Christian Bratton
Bill Brekka
Sean Brimmer
Ryan Cordes
Kevin Cummings
Michael Cutting
Buddy Dolan
Teddy Doyle
Scott Dube
James Eagan
Gaven Ehrlich
DJ Estes
Matthew Fonte
Adam Furlong
Neal Gallagher
Matthew Grace
Pete Haney
Chris Hayden
Justin Howlett
Daniel Julian
Matthew Larson
Jihyeok Lim
Wade Lucas
Chris Lynett
Mary Care)1 Madigan
Joe McDonald
Daniel McGlinn
Grant O'Connell
Thomas O'Connor
Matt O'Sullivan
Ron Paranal
Garrett Pearce
Eddie Pinero
Peter Sandrib
Nikolas Savage
ChristopherSieck
Terry Therrien
Robert Valenti
Tucker Wade
Colum Weiden
Erick Winstead
CREW
"If \jjO\A \Hv\k \Jp\A can do a \Hv\q or \tiwfc ljom
can't do a \Hv\q, \p\kc r\q(ht
- Henry Ford
A
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IS©!SVSM
Paige Brown
Melanie Bunke
Chase Fitzsimmons
Ivette Konopka
Hailee Lange
Natalie Lin
Megan Manahan
Kristen Meahl
Meg Moran
Kathryn Wilkie
TENNIS
"Cowaqe is tfie discovery} \faaX \jp\A may n
win, and \rvjw\q wfaevi vjoia know ujoia can
- Tom Krause
A
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Highlights
Holy Cross Opponent
Stonehill 05 04
Sena 05 02
Hartford 07 00
New England 6th OF 8
Championship
Manhattan 05 02
St. Francis 07 00
Lafayette 04 03
Smith 06 03
Salve Regina 08 01
Hartford 06 01
A.
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John Burke
Jay DeSanto
Kevin Leggio
Brendan McElhenny
Mike Osborne
Dan Phelan
Angelo Sica
Thomas Steinert
MatthewVicidomino
Matt Wierzel
BBI —
I
MMBSn
TENNIS
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"Character and personal force are the only
investments tfiaf are worth anytftmg"
- Walt Whitman
A
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mmlirlsls
Amy Archambault
AH Baird
Calley Benoit
Nikki Bolduc
Annie Boylan
Kelly Casey
Kristine Corkum
Alex Corrado
Kaitlyn Curley
Teresa Curtis
Allison Donovan
Megan Fenton
Mary Kate Finnegan
Lisa Gagne
Katie Gardner
Katelyn Gettens
Maryalice Gill
Amy Martin
Mary Milley
Julie Murphy
Rachel Murray
Kaitlin Nangle
Laurie Noreika
Meg O'Leary
Cara O'Sullivan
Katie Riddle
Cassie Rudden
Cashel Scanlon
Meredith Stevens
Kelly Winslow
LACROSSE
"Power consists in ones capacity} to Ink Hs will witfi the
purpose of others, to lead by reason and a gift of
cooperation"
- Woodrow Wilson
A
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Vermont
Bucknell
Siena
Lafayette
Sacred Heart
iHLIGHT
Holy Cross
s
Opponent
13 11
16 06
13 09
19 08
13 09
Sports 1 1
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MBlTlElS
Toby Banta
Tim Barrar
Brian Becker
Brendan Candon
Tyson Colaianni
Kevin Connolly
Sean Daly
Brandon DeLisio
Bruce Dew
Paddy Dowling
Rich Durand
Colin Flood
Patrick Flynn
Jimmy Harrison
James Malone
Luke Marchand
John Marino
Conor v McKenna
Conor McSpedon
Kenny Minor
Matt Moran
Mike Nagle
Edison Parzanese
Matt Petri
Anthony Quinn
John Rapport
Tim Redmond
Justin Rowley
Chris Smirti
Zack Smith
Bobby Sullivan
Connor Sweeney
Eamon Troy
LACROSSE
"Carry} the battle to them, Dovf let them bring if to
yoi/i, Pi/it them ov\ the defensive, And do^t ever apolo
qlze for anything"
- ttarry 5, Truman
A
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Elizabeth Alizzi
Rachel Amaral
Cassandra Anderson
Carolynne Annechino
Kristin Anzuoni
Lynn Barowski
Lesley Bautista
Gillian Bearfield
Ashley Buckley
Kristin Burke
Christine Carifio
Katie Clay
Katherine Clifford
Ariana Coniglio
Lauren Courtney
Chantal Couture
Sarah Croteau
Jamie Curley
Theresa DAquila
Katelyn Doherty
Meghan Dunne
Amanda Dupuis
Clarice Ferolito
Laura Flannery
Maggie Fox
Katie Glynn
Sophia Grammenos
Michelle Granara
Jeana Greco
Kelsey Harmer
Emily Henry
Chelsea Hinchey
Jenna Hinchey
Julianne Hug
Jackie Iacouzzi
Cara Joyce
Kristen Kelleher
Christie Letarte
Arielle Lippman
Nicole Lonczak
Claire Luke
Meghan Lytle
Courtney Mazzio
Maureen McCarty
Megan McCormick
Maureen Meagher
Dannielle Meder
Margaret Molloy
Casey Monahan
Caitlin Moore
Caitlin Murphy
Sarah Murphy
Emily Nassetta
Kathleen O'Gorman
Caitlin Paluilis
Olivia Pruszko
Tiffany Reid
Kelly Shaw
Colleen Spilka
Katie Spinelli
Stephanie Storebach
M. Siobhan Straub
Alexandra Swiatocha
Lauren Tallon
Kari Viola
Caitlin White
A
Track & field
"Sports serve society fa providing
vivid exampfes of exceuence"
-Cjeorge T. Wifi
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Highlights
Holy Cross Number of
Teams
Fordham Invitational 07 15
New Hampshire & 02 03
Quinnipiac
Reebok Boston 08 11
Indoor Games
Maine Open 01 02
Patriot League Indoor 06 08
Championship
New England Indoor 09 32
Championship
Hartford, Maine, & Siena 01 04
Patriot League Outdoor 04 08
Championship
New England Outdoor 04 32
Championship
JA.
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mmareis
Jason Baillio
Joseph Ballway
Chris Bergan
Norman Charette
Nathanie 1 Couture
Andrew DoRosario
Kevin Dowd
Peter Early
Robert Farrelly
Vincent Fata
Sebastiari Fidelus
James Fletcher
Patrick Grogan
Thomas Harrison
Garrett Huddy
Samuel Hutchings
Martin Hyland
Alex Ignachuck
Matthew Kaili
Chase Kennedy
Peter Kistinger
Connor LaClair
Nicholas LeBlanc
Gregory Liguori
Kevin Lucid
James Lundy
Andrew Maggio
Andrew Malloy
Stephen Mandravelis
Francis McCabe
Patrick McGuire
Kenneth McKenna
Brendan Medeiros
Jonathan Medeiros
John Meikle
Brian Miller
Brad Mish
Doug Moringiello
Sean Murphy
Carter Quinn
McLean Quinn
Ryan Quinn
Terrence Regan
Timothy Richard
Michael Ricotta
Kyle Rougeot
Stephen Schoenberger
Matthew Talbot
Andrew Veale
Richard Waldmann
Track &
"OExceCCence is not a singuCar
act, but a daSit. You are
wfiat you repeatecffu do."
-Shaauitfe O'lfeaC
A
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Highlights
Holy Cross Number of
Teams
Fordham Invitational 04 14
New Hampshire & Qu [n nipiac 02 03
Reebok Boston Indoor Games 06 12
Maine Open 01 03
Patriot League Indoor
Championship 08 08
New England Indoor Championship 19 33
IC4A Indoor Championship 39 46
AIC Central Connecticut, Colgate, 01 06
Hartford. & Maine
New Hampshire, Quinnipiac. Rhode 03 05
Island, & Worcester State
Patriot League Outdoor 08 08
Championship
New England Outdoor
Championship 20 38
f
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WOMEN'S
Meghan Doherty
Sarah Dyer
Jennifer Finger
Johanna Gavin
Flynn Govern
Jamee Herbert
Ellen Lamson
Amy Lussier
Megan McCarthy
Alicia Molt
Kerrin O'Leary
Devika Sarin
Elisabeth Sexton
MEN'S
Colin Andrade
Anthony Ardito
Pat Brown
Matt Czarnecki
Brian Flood
Joe Hajjar
Ryan Kenny
Tim McGovern
Pat Rodenbush
James Widman
j\
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Holy Cross Number of
Teams
women's
Dartmouth Invitational 10 14
Mount Holyoke Invitational 02 15
Williams Fall Classic 02 10
Sacred Heart Invitational 06 07
Big South Championship 07 08
Jack Leaman Invitational 05 10
Williams Spring Invitational 06 08
Men's
Colgate Invitational 12 15
Dartmouth Invitational 04 09
MacDonaldCup 19 26
ECAC Championship 10 14
NEIGA Championship 13 42
Fort Lauderdale Collegiate Classic 07 08
Lou Flumere Invitational 07 23
Yale Spring Open 18 26
New England Division I
Championship 07 11
Patriot League Champkjnship 04 07
fA_
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CANDIDS
"Noting good comes lv\ life or athletics unless a lot of
tod wor£ te preceded tfhe effort DksIuj temporary
success is achieved by facing stoorf cuts"
- Roger Stavbacn
H
A
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SADERFANS
"Eighty percent of success is showing wp.°
-Woody Allen
A
122 Sports
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SADERFANS
"Tfie greatest barrier to success is tfie fear of failure,"
- 5veKi GoraKi Ericsson
A
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126 Student Activities
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"Never believe that a few caring people can't change the world.
For, indeed, that's all who ever have."
-Margaret Mead
/v \f*J' ^vTLmm x
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ACT Allies
128 Clubs
AMSA
ASL Ballroom Dance
130 Club
Best Buddies Bishop Healy
:niEri3r
BSU CAB
Chamber Orchestra Chapel Choir
SENSATIONAL!
flOlY CflOSS
CHA
ciubs 13:
Class of 2011 Class of 2010
I
Class of 2009 Class of 2008
f. - JMW v ', ^- IR^. X,
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Club Equestrian Team Club Hockey
Club Lacrosse Club Rugby
Clubs 131
Club Running Club Sailing
138 Clubs
Club Soccer Club Ultimate Frisbee
Clubs 13<
College Democrats College Republicans
140 Clubs
Dance Ensemble Delilah's
Eco-Action Fools on the Hill
C\ ^H
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142 Clul-
German Club India
nnEri4r
International Student Union LASO
A
144 Clubs
Marching Band Mock Trial
Moot Court Multicultural Peer Educate
.
146 Club
NEED Off the Record
Clubs 14/
Purple Key Society Rhythm Nation Steppaz
Science Ambassadors SGA
PINE SEC
:i'""^^^^^^.
Clubs 14S
SPUD The Advocate
150 Clubs
WCHC- Radio Women's Forum
Clubs 153
ABiGaLe
ALLIES
Alternate College Theater
Amnesty International
AMSA
Appalachia Spring Break Immersion Program
ASIA
ASL Club
Ballroom Dance
Best Buddies
Bishop Healy Multicultural Society
Black Student Union
Campus Activities Board
Campus Christian Fellowship
Caribbean African Student Assemblage
Class of 2008
Class of 2009
Class of 2010
Class of 2011
Club Baseball
College Democrats
College Republicans
COMPASS
Dance Ensemble
Delilahs
Eco-Action
Equestrian Team
Figure Skating Club
Fools on the Hi
French Club
GESSO
Habitat for Humanity
INDIA
Instant Mahem
International Student Union
Investing Club
LASO
Math/Computer Science Club
152 Club
Candids
eiuks 15:
Men's Club Hockey
Men's Club Lacrosse
Men's Club Volleyball
MIX
Mock Trial
NEED
NSCS
Off The Record
Operation Smile
Pax Christi
Purple Key Society
Purple Patcher
Religious Education Teachers Club
Rhythm Nation Steppaz
Running Club
Sailing Club
Science Ambassadors
Student Government Association
SHAPE
Ski Club
Soccer Club
Society of Physics Students
SPUD
Student Music Coalition
Students for Life
Tae Kwon Do Club
The Advocate
The Biology Society
The Crusader
The Holy Cross Anime Club
Ultimate Frisbee
WCHC
WCHC Sports
Women's Club Lacrosse
Women's Club Field Hockey
Women's Club Volleyball
Women's Forum
Women's Rugby
Club
154 Clubs
Candids
eiuks 15 £
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"Being happy doesn't mean that everything is per-
fect. It means that you've decided to look beyond the
imperfections."
-Unknown
X
A.
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Class off
«Limitations live only in our
minds . But if we use our imagi-
nations, our possibilities become
limitless
.
- Jamie Paolinetti 1 1
Student Lite 1 59
I*
Class of 2010
a
Sometimes the questions are
complicated and the answers
are simple.
- Dr. Seuss
))
Class off 2011
//I/ one advances confidently in the
direction of his dreams , and endeav-
ors to live the life which he has imag-
ined, he will meet with a success
unexpected in common hours .
~Henry David Thoreau
»
Apartments 6
Loyola
f
.
v
«
We must not allow the clock
and the calendar to blind us to
the fact that each moment of life
is a miracle and mystery.
'H.G.Wells
))
'% Student Ufe 16'
UAFS
Alumni 6 Carlin
166 Student LifeJHUV
./
a
Dont count the days, make the
days count.
- Muhammad All
))
Student Life 167
Healy 6 Lehy
a
Let us make one point, that we
meet each other with a smile,
when it is difficult to smile .
- Mother Teresa
V
\
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Student Life 169
Nulledy * Wheele
«
We're so busy watching out for
what's just ahead of us that we
don't take time to enjoy where
we are .
- Calvin and Hobbes
))
mi
Clark 6 Hanselmat
They may forget what you said,
but they will never forget how
you made them feel.
- Carl W. Buechner
))
BOYDEN • CAMBRIDGE • CARO CHELSEA • CITY VIEW
174 Student Life
COLLEGE • CROMPTON • ELECTRIC • KENDIG • SOUTHBRIDGE
Student Lite4
BOYDEN • CAMBRIDGE • CARO • CHELSEA • CITY VIEW
Off Ga pus C
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176 Student Life
GE • CROMPTON • EL KENDIG SSSEBRIDGE
Student Lite 1 7
,
BOYDEN* CAMBRIDGE • CARO • CHELSEA • CITY VIEW
f : I i ; PUS
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178 Student Life
' COLLEGE • CRO SOUTHB
Student Lite 1 79
CAMP RESTORE • CAPE CHARLES • COW ISLAND • DISTRICT- 1 • DUSHESNE HOUSE • ECC • GLASGOW • GOOD SHEPHE
Appaiacnia
i
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I
HURLEY • IVANHOE • LAFAYETTE • MCCLELLANVILLE • NARROWS • PEARISBURG • RURAL RETREAT • WHEELING
hrfa;
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Student Life 181
JAMAICA • KENYA
immersion program
_A
182 Student Life
—A_
Student Life 183
• ACAPULCO • AMSTERDAM • ARUBA • BAHAMA • CANCUN
spring Break
A
184 Student Life
COCO BEACH • DOMININCAN REPUBLIC • PARIS • RIVERA • SANDIAGO
Student Life 185
1 86 Student Life
mm*
CORK • DIJON • DUBLIN • FLORENCE • FREIBURG • GALWAY
Student Life 18/
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188 Student Life
I
LIMA • MAINZ • MELBOURNE • MEXICO CITY • MOSCOW • MUNICH •
Student Lite 189
OXFORD • PALMA DE MALLORCA • PUEBLA • ROME • SCHENGEN • SRI LANKA
STUDY
j\
190 Student Life
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"Dream as if you'll live forever, live as if
you'll die today."
- James Dean
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Events 193
I194 Events
Events 19.
196 Events
Events! 9/
:198 Events
"Events! 9S
I200 Events
:\0W
—Aiventi 20
1
I202 Events
Events lOl
204 Events
Events lO 1:
206 Events
•;?'
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Events 207
208 Events
A.
Events 209
210 Events
A.
Events 211
212 Events
A.
Events 213
214 Events
-A_
Events 215
gaenoe Building uon°
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216 Events
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Construction continued
A_
Events 217
It
Urn more
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218 Events
Events 2 IS
220 Senior Section
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"Look not mournfully into the past. It comes
not back again. Wisely improve the present."
- Henry Wadsworth Longfellow
x
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Senior Section 221
222 Senior Events Meghan Qu
(Venior events ££j
224 Senior Events itGinfcau i Man Cirbus
Senior Events 22f
A
226 Senior Events
Daniel Connors
Senior hvents 22
A
228 Senior Events
Senior Events4
'30 Senior Events
Senior Events 13 '.
k>
Senior Events _ i
A
234 Senior Events
Roommates Pictured
Emily Amrhein & Katherine Falkowski
Andrea Azuaje & Kelly Sullivan
Siobhan Breen & Sara O'Quinn
Meghan Brophy & Cristina Skamangas
Alison Casserly & Kaitlyn Stephens
Mallory Centonze & Erin Kehew
Jennifer Coffey & Izabella Stasicki
Kristine Corkum & Caitlin Deitz
Celia Dillon & Amanda D'Onofrio
Keith Curtis Dimalanta & Patrick Finn
Kenneth Flanders & Demetrick Perkins
Meaghan Hyde & Amanda Laterza
Caitlin Kean & Catherine Turner
Bridget Kluger & Katie Manzi
Amy Lussier & Jessica McCaffrey
Susanna Lynch & Claire Rettig-Zucchi
Christopher Lynett & Peter Serino
Megan Miller & Kaitlyn Pote
Katie Moran & Megan Murphy
Katie Murphy & Jena Rascoe
Matthew O'Brien & Michael Thater
Emma Peterson & Carolyn Yates
Erin Potvin & Christopher Trovato
Senior Events Z3_
236 Senior Events
senior b\ rents L 5
1

Senior Events 23'
A
HO Senior Events
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242 Senior Events
Senior EventA
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244 Senior Events
senior Events 245
A
246 Senior Events
Senior b vents LA I
H8 Senior Events
senior
A
Events 1<\9~

Senior Events 251
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252 Senior Events
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Senior Events 253
A
254 Senior Events
Senior Hvents 25_
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256 Senior Events
Senior Events 257~
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258 Senior Events
Senior Events ~5^
IA
260 Senior Events
Senior Events 261
A
262 Senior Events
Senior Events 163~
J264 Senior Events
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Senior Events 263
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266 Senior Events
Senior Events 16
1
268 Senior Events
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Senior hvents -69
270 Senior Events
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Senior hvents 271
A
272 Senior Ads
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"Memory is a way of holding onto the things you love, the
things you are, the things you never want to lose."
- The Wonder Years
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Senior Ads 273
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Stephanie"
sara
\ /
lleanne
r«r *
/
w£re never going to survive unless we get a little crazy*
*
siobhan*
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katie*
diana1
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Congratulations to a wonderful bunch of guys!
- The Macks
Moby,
We're so proud of you! You've worked
hard and achieved so much! We wish
you all the best in whatever you decide to
do in life. I'm sure you'll have a positive
influence in the world.
Congratulations!
All our love.
Dad, Mom, and Mike
To Caitlin—Our Little Mermaid,
Wow, that was a swim! On to your next big
adventure with our love and support. Watch out for the
sharks! We wish you a magical future.
With love and pride,
Mom, Dad, Amy, and Michael
Ryan,
3K1B M ^ I B IT!1 §j . (fit*}'
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All the dreams we dreamed for you
Are all the things you are.
Congratulations
Love,
M&D
,\js :,-
Congratulations Rob Maccariello
And The Holy Cross Class of 2008
Dear Bobby,
We are so proud of you, for all you have accomplished, for all you
do, but most of all for the wonderful man you have become. As you
venture forward may you find continued success and happiness in
all you do. May you have all the best that life has to offer and may
God bless you today and always.
With all our love Mom, Dad, and Michael
Congratulations
Jimmy Alexander!
We are very proud of all
your accomplishments
and your sense of duty
to God and country.
Love,
Mom, Dad,
Jack, and Tom
A
Paul Pensa
Congratulations.
We love you.
Good luck in all your future
endeavors.
Mom, Dad, and Matt
276AI
Robert,
UJe areproudfand happy /oryou atthis exciting
time inyour fife. Your determination andfaith n/i/f
assistyou in reaching a/fyour goafs, UJe wish you
success, faughter, andwonderfulrnetnories asyou
continue on yourjourney.
Adorn, Dad,Z}a/e, 'Peter, andJenny
Congratulations
Jill!
* 2 _ &•- "There's no telling how many
miles you will have to run while
chasing a dream."
Love,
Mom, Dad, Katie, and Jason
Congratulations Brian!
"May the blessing of light be on you.
Light without and light within "
- Scottish Blessing
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Kate
VINCENT PERITO
CONGRATULATIONS ON
ALL OF YOUR ACCOMPLISHMENTS
We are very proud of you and wish you happiness
and success on this next exciting step of your life.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Michael, and Robert
.., -»_^ "")
V^Qna "Beam, £toeet Christina
You fill our hearts
with pride,
our lives with joy.
Congratulations
!
Love,
Mom and Dad
Uest wishes* to /\darr\
and friend? of the
Irish (^offee \—|our
-|
—rom the ^Javvet \—amuy
Congratulations aAmi and Ellenl
Good luck in the future, we'll miss you both.
Love,
Your Golf Girls
Meggie D, Liz, Jo-Jo, McCa, Kerrin, Flynn,
Jenny, Jamee, and Sarah
'The whole purpose of education is to
turn mirrors into windows/'
- Sydney J. Harris
We are so very proud of you and your
accomplishments!
All our love,
Mora, Dad, Dean, and Kalin
~mtli\
Congratulations Bobby
"To a Crusader since birth."
i w
"We love you more than air"
Love, Charlie, Jamie, Ceily May,
Mom & Dad.
XXOO
A
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ELEIS M. BRENNAN
You have inspired us with your determination and hard work. Your will
to succeed and address life's challenges is something you should be proud of
as well. You have grown and matured as a young woman through your studies
at Holy Cross, your internship for Senator Clinton in Washington D.C. and the
many friendships you have developed at school.
It has been a wonderful and rewarding journey for us to watch. As you
continue to grow, your experiences gained at Holy Cross will stay with you
forever. We hope you always remember that hard work and belief in yourself
will help you overcome any obstacles.
Just ask the Super Bowl XLII Champion New York Giants!
Love,
Dad, Mom, Tim, and Grandma
Great job, Kelly I
We hadfun with you at H.C<
Love,
Dad and Brianna
^itzys
'Brightfuture
Now that you've graduated
Nothing can stop you now.
You've worked hard to get your diploma;
It's time to take a bow.
Congratulations, graduate!
Your future looks strong and bright.
May you achieve the things you hope for
And have a life of sheer delight.
By Joanna Fuchs
Congratulations
<tMarsba
Love,
Daddy, Mommy, Victor,
and
Sarah
Congratulations, Katie, on your graduation from Holy Cross.
Through the years you have blessed our family with love,
laughter, hope, and joy. May the gifts of knowledge, friend-
ship, and memories you have gained at Holy Cross continue
to grow and remain close to your heart. We know that your
sense of compassion, intelligence, integrity, courage, and grace
makes a difference in every life you touch and will enable you
to succeed in whatever you choose to do. Our wish for you
is that the journey ahead will be kind and gentle and that the
warmth of a loving family, faith, and friends will embrance
your life. We are so proud of you!
Love Always,
Mom, Dad, Erin, Kevin, Nana, and Grammy
CONGRATULATIONS
KENNY
Dear K-Nat,
Congratulations are well deserved for all you have achieved and accomplished at Holy Cross these past four
years.
You demonstrated dedication and leadership to your extra-curricular activities, true friendship, love, and loy-
alty to your many friends, good sportmanship, teamwork, and camaraderie to your fellow atheletes. In addition, you
distinguished yourself academically and have maintained devoutness to God for which you are truly blessed.
We have no doubt of your successful future because you possess the qualities one needs to have a fulfilled
life.
We couldn't be prouder of the man you have become. You have exceeded our expectations and we revel in
what is yet to come.
May God continue to bless you.
With love and pride,
Mom, Dad, and Kelly
A
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T)ear ^Anthony,
Jt seems lify it Wasjust a short while ago that We dnPoe up to Tfanselman, carpacked
wih everything We thought you Would needfor yourfirst year of college We carted all of
your belongings up to T^oom 115 where We met Qhris, your dorm roommate We lilted him
immediately and thought you guys Would clic^, which you did and hd)?e since, for all of
thesepastfour years.
drugging all your stuff to the room Was the easy part £ecfping you their Was not
Actually, 3 Vaguely recall helping to dissuade yourfatherfrom setting up a cotfor himself
in your dorm room. "But, lecPpe you We did. Then We stepped bacl^ and held our breath as
you navigated your Way through the excitement of being on your own, the trepidation that
goes along with it and the brief but wholly expected "7 don't faoW if this is Wortyn for me"
phase. Ut didn 't make it any easierfor both you and£auren as she made her Way to college
as Well.
Un looing bacl^ now, so many things hd)>e happened during your college years that
We fywW you'll neVerforget, fj^or instance, how about that late night trip to the £cRK after
snowboading with the cafeteria trays down Tfo/y Qross' infamous "expert trail", (hmm,
that's right, Qhris didn 't use a tray, did he); andhow about the time you cut your own hair-
into a mullet; oh yeah, that loo^ really Workedfor you! We'll bet that there are more stories
just li^e those that We don 't foen Want to fyww about (but We're sure you did us proud!).
What We do tyww though, is how hard you )?e Worked at Tfo/y Qross. 3\(ot only with
your classes, but with the activities you^e been hPoofoed in while there, from Wording in
the "pideo store, to becoming an CR^A, performing Umpro% playing £acrosse, andso on.
Ufs bittersweet, this place in time. You're moYing into another stage of life yet not
really Wanting to let go of this one. Hut el?en through all of the uncertainty, We fywW one
thing-you'll always run and you'll always leap...
Congratulations on your graduation, ^Anthony; We lolpe you! %yrie eleison.
^hCom, T>ad, zAIex, ^hCichael
"0ara"&3 "^ophie" too
~MT2S)
To our lovely daughter, Kristen Fleming, we pledge
our undying love.
We thank you for all the great times and wonderful
memories.
We praise you for your grace, kindness, intellectual
curiosity and talent.
We thank all those at Holy Cross who have pro-
vided a positive environment to grown in.
May God bless you Kristen and The College of the
Holy Cross.
Love, Bob and Gail Fleming
MIKE MULHERN:
We are so proud of
you and love you
very much.
Mom and Dad
Kristen, You are "created
For greater things:
to loveand be loved."
I Kiki, it's all green lights.
God bless you.
Love, Momma
Dear Dominich,
Use all the talents that God has
given to you to achieve your
potential in life.
Take hold of all your dreams,
spread your wings and fly, as the
world has so much to offer.
With love always,
Mom, Dad, and Gina
K\m\ \\our future be
fi11et> witVi success
&nt> h*p\>me$s.
Wc sre so \>rout> of ^11
\\our &cow\>\ishrv\ents.
We love \\ou.
Mum, D^fc, & M^tt
A
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'or our- c/ear-aaanAter
ylaaray (S/uza&et/iy Ucr6u&
'&ar&so
to &Aa,r& tAlssmuou&s rit& ofh^A,iJs,a^&
toitA
<
aou/
a&aou/ e/noa/Yiy o/v
aet a/wtA^r^ur/ieuy
i/tto-uou/^/~utar&.
^e; a/vso kroud'-ofuoa/
a/iayaw tAa^^aoirAao€/ accomAa^Aeel
at< Jio/u uro&p.
^(/loa^/oth&,
Juomy, Wacl&c yC//is/m/
Ads Z8j
RY PROUD OP YOU
EVERY MINUTO
LOVE YOU SO MUCH
MOM, DAD AND SEAN
Congratulations
c
R^cbekl
zMom, Dad, and T^t/ey
CONGRATULATIONS,
WILL
To Heather Marie,
Congratulations on
graduating! All your
hard work has paid off.
Best of luck in law
school.
You are destined to do
great things!
Love always,
Mom
i
ALWAYS WITH YOU...
ALWAYS PROUD!
Tania Mistretta
Tomy beautifuland brilliant daughter.
I am soproud of you today for allyour accomplishments
and achievements, lam pleased with the kind, caring and
involved woman you have become. I loveyou and know
thatyou will achieve much success in pursuit ofyour legal
dream.
Love Mom
A
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To our son and brother, Greg Minogue:
"Ifone advances confidently in the direction of his dreams,
and endeavors to live the life that he has imagined, he will
meet with a success unexpected in common hours...Ifyou
have built castles in the air, your work need not be lost; that is
where they should be. Now put thefoundations under them. f)
- Henry David Thoreau
These lastfour years...
We have watched in wonder as your dreams took form.
We have gazed on with grateful hearts as your
confidence soared,
all the while delighting in your castles.
Now...
With hearts swelling with pride and with absolute faith in
your success,
We look to the foundations that your creativity,
passion, and brilliance will lay.
Oh, what castles these will be
!
Andforever...
We will love you.
With love and pride,
Mom and Dad,
Jen, Jim, and Merri
7W78?
Jenna Astarita
Congratulations
!
f
• 1
1
1
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Kristin:
Has it really been four years? What a journey it
has been from the Guilford Green to Fitton Field.
You've done an amazing jobe navigating the col-
lege journey. You've demonstrated tremendous
courage, strength, perseverance and intelligence;
characteristics that will serve you well for the
remainder of your life's journey.
We are truly proud to be your parents.
Love,
Mom and Dad
^zzzs^"'
Congratulations!!!
Christopher
our
Crusader
Congratulations
NROTC Class of 2008!
Fair Winds and Following Seas!
- Naval Science Department Staff
A
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Tbffiur Tears offriendship and\More...
Cait Ford * Caithn Rushworth * Katelynne Donahue * Carolyn Co
Blanca del Castillo * Amanda Chaves * Mary Treanor * Marcella Milio
"?Agoodfriend is a connection to life -a tie to thepast, a road to thefuture, the fyy to sanity in a totally insane World.
dCois Wyse
"7SF18,
pristine:
To laugh often and much; to win the
respect of intelligent people and the
affection of children; to earn the
appreciation of honest critics and
endure the betrayal of false friends; to
appreciate beauty; to find the best in
others; to leave the world a bit better,
whether by a healthy child, a garden
patch or redeemed social condition; to
know even one life has breathed easier
because you have lived. This is to have
succeeded.
- Emerson
All our Love,
Mom, Dad, and Kat
Congratulations
^ear Qfoonl
May the Almighty Father
In His infinite wisdom
And goodness
Continue to guide,
Bless and protect
Your loving path.
Amen.
Congratulations,
Chemistry Reseach Students.
"We chemists.. .are here for this - to make mistakes and
to correct ourselves, to stand the blows and hand them
out. We must never feel disarmed: nature is immense
and complex, but it is not impermeable to the intel-
ligence; we must circle around it, pierce and probe it,
looking for the opening or making it."
-Primo Levi
Best Wishes,
Dr. James B. Doherty & ACS-PRF Advisory Board
Tvpo roads dfoerged in a Wood, and U-
3 tool^ the one less traveled by,
zAnd that has made all the difference...
Congratulations, gg^^ M &*****
Chemistry <Jtfajors andtMinors.
"...one or two atoms can convert a fuel to a poison, change a
color, render an inedible substance edible, or replace a pungent
odor with a fragrant one. That changing a single atom can have
such consequences is the wonder of the chemical world."
- P.W. Atkins
Best Wishes,
Department of Chemistry
With a special thank you to Adam Jarret for all the computer help you have given us.
..."Baby Qirll
With lol?e andpride,
^hCom, T>ad, and ^Catthevp
A
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GAVIN
CONGRATULATIONS to you & THE CLASS of 3008
WAY TO GO "G» !
!
NOW IT'S YOUR TURN TO
BE KING of "THE HILL"
WITH LOVE
and
GREAT PRIDE,
MUM, DAD, SHAUN, &? HOLLY
Kelly Sullivan
Bachelor of Science in Accounting
Go confidently in the direction of your
dreams! Live the life you have imagined."
- Henry David Thoreau
Congratulations
!
We are so proud of you!
Love,
Mom and Coco
Ads 289
zMeg&an T. 'Bropby
Gram and I went to Grandparents Days at Kent Place School. She died before the last one and I went alone. As the classes marched into the
gym, Meg was the only one who broke away and ran over to where I sat and gave me a kiss. It created a lot of murmurming amongst the other
grandparents
!
That was my Meg.
Love, Gramp
I am blessed to have lived to see a daughter, a grandson, and now a granddaughter graduate from college. I am so proud fo you all. Meghan,
I celebrate you and every phase and stage that has made you who you are today—a wonderful granddaughter. May god bless you and be your
companion forever.
All my love, Gramps
Darling Meghan:
Let me count the ways I see before you as you march into your future:
A serene transition from school girl to you womanhood;
An eager pursuit of your place in the business sphere of your country;
A never ending growth in striving for excellence in the performance of the tasks the vicissitudes of life set before you;
A charming discrimination, nurtured by your gallant father, in choosing among all who court your favor;
A move into marriage enhanced by your generosity of spirit, tolerance, and capacity of your loving heart;
A sweetness of personality in motherhood learned at your mother's breast;
A modest acknowledgement of your iconic beauty;
And, dearest of all, constancy in reciprocating the tender love and care unceasingly showered upon you by your incomparable parents.
Congratulations, cherished grandchild-graduate!
With dearest love from Grandmother
Dear Meghan,
Congratulations! As you start your journey through life's countryside, may the angels of Good Health, Wealth and True Love accompany you
until you reach the Gates of Heaven.
Love, Titi Rita
Meghan, whoever thought that the two Brophy girls would graduate from Holy Cross! Congrats on such an accomplishment. No one ever
imagined that your schooling would end where your dad's began—right here in Worcester, and we are so blessed to have had you right in our
backyard for these short years!
Best of health, happiness, and love in your future.
LOVE, Uncle Dick & Aunt Paula
Meghan-
Wishing you success, love, unexpected adventures, and great joy as you move into this new phase of your life.
With love from Aunt Larua
Dear Meghan,
It has been a joy and privilege watching you grow up through the years. We couldn't be prouder of the talented and intelligent young woman
you have become. As you face your future, remember: In a world where you can be anything, be yourself!
We love you,
Aunt Robin, Uncle Nick, Annabel, Christopher and Stephen
A
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FOR MEGHAN: an excerpt from A BLESSING by the late Irish poet, John O'Donohue
MAY DAWN FIND YOU AWAKE AND ALERT, APPROACHING YOUR NEW DAY WITH DREAMS, POSSIBILITIES AND PROMISES.
MAY EVENING FIND YOU GRACIOUS AND FULFILLED. MAY YOU GO OUT INTO THE WORLD BLESSED AND PROTECTED.
CONGRATULATIONS! WITH MUCH LOVE, AUNT LYN, UNCLE DEN AND MAG
This is an important beginning in your life. Take all you have learned and make the most of it. Always seek God's will in whatever you do.
and know we are all so very proud of you. God bless you at this milestone and always!
Love, Aunt Ellen
Dear Meghan,
Always remember, "A good friend will come and bail you out of jail. A true friend would be sitting next to you saying...
'Damn that was fun!'"
Much love with lots of hugs and kisses from Pennsylvania, Uncle John and Aunt Judy
Meghan,
Congratulations on a successful and fun four years on the Hill. HC will surely not be the same next year without a Brophy girl to keep it
lively!
Love always, Erin
Congratulations, best wishes and good luck!
Love, Your Cousins, Kevin, Sara and Savanha
We're proud of you, Cuz! Love, Joel and Patrick
Meghan,
Congratulations on your college graduation! I can't even begin to put into words how proud I am of you, not only for your accomplishments,
but for the person you have become. I love you.
Chris
To our very own Tiwtim, 'Bali CjamaCan extraordinaire, who is also our favorite Lady Cobra at 99 'Kendig and in ail of 'Holy
Cross—thanksfor the memories!
Tipper dorm, crank dat soufja hoy, epic sangria, ,dvii-ia-hii, Tapa Broph's Cosmos, these shoes ruCe, awkward, ChocoCate rain,
visits from the RCKpopo, want some a dis, oh, 1 Cooove da summer, Maflorca andthe present in (Antonia's toilet, Mojito
salad, Woo rat, tonight we dine in hell, coufdheen a crack-head, sitting on you at the bulTfiqht, Tl Cjran Joder, these shoes rule,
muffins, Mystery &? Joe T).
,
Jackie (Bauer's little gifts, Chaiya, Chaiya, andyou've got bees on your head, just to name a few!
WelC, done! We coufdnf he -prouder]
Tons of Cove from your adorningparents
OCD€;in rt?e ooeNiNc,,
Cocoe in tt)e CDORN1NQ,
COCDe \Dl)eN YOOK'R£ looked fOR,
ok cocoe wtx^ouiztoarjminc;,
Q=k6 CDile-kiilxe you'LL -pn6
T?eRe BefORe vou
An6 x3?e ofceNeKYoci cocoe
cfre cdorc Tsoe'LLA6oRe you.
(fir 1 . andwe Cove you, <Mama\
707191
J do not see why I should
e'er turn back,
Or those should not set
forth upon my track
To overtake me...
They would notfind me
changedfrom her they knew—
only more sure ofall
I thought was true.
- Robert Frost, Into My Own
Congratulations
Kyleen and Alison!
Where e'eryou go,
we go too-
Foryou are part ofus,
and we are part ofyou.
John, Regina, Erin, Bridget,
Maura, Tricia, Greg and Cait
Jane^arno
"FORTUNE BEFRIENDS THE BOLD"
- Emily Dickinson
Congratulations to Jane for a job very well done.
Dad, Mom, and Nick
Congratulations, HeatherMarie!
We love you and are very
proud of you!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Jay, and Teen
xxoo
Daniel Pierce Wotherspoon
"For this reason, since the day we lieard
aboutyou, we have not stoppedprayingforyou and
asking God toJillyou with tfie knowledge ofMis
will, through all spiritual wisdom and understanding.
And we pray this in order thatyou may live a life
worthy ofthe I^ord and may please Him in every way,
bearingfruit in every good work, growing in the
Knowledge ofGod, being strengthened with allpower
according to His glorious might, so thatyou may
have great endurance andpatience, andjoyfully giving
tlianks to the Fattier, who has quaUJtedyou to share
In the inheritance ofthe saints
in the Kingdom ofLight.
"
Col. 1 9-12
With our continued love and devotion
Dad, Mom, and Maya
May 1986
June 1992
June 2004
May 2008
%1
A
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'Purple Patcber Patrons
Thank you for all your generous donations to The Purple Patcher!
The LaCroix Family
Dr. Paul and Stacey Romano
Michael and Cathy Brown
Amanda Dugan
Audrey and Jacques Bonneau
The Lussier Family
The English Family
Paul J. Pensa
The Gonazalez Family
The Dimalanta Family
The Jeffrey Banta Family
The Hays
The Horan Family
Robert and Gail Fleming
Leonard J. and Susan Samborowski
Mr. and Mrs. James J. Brophy (Meghan, '08)
Jerry and Elaine Brennan
The Cavalero Family
Steven and Joanne Carlino
The Minogue Family
Mary Claire Dixon
7on9
CONGRATULATIONS TO OURDAUGHTER
KAITLIN CURRANMcTAGUE
AND THE CLASS OF 2008
"I HOPEYOURDREAMS TAKE YOU...
TO THE CORNERS OF YOUR SMILES,
TO THE HEIGHT OFYOUR HOPES,
TO THEWINDOWS OF YOUR OPPORTUNITIES,
AND TO THE MOST SPECIAL PLACES YOUR
HEART HAS EVER KNOWN."
-
UNKNOWN
WE ARE SO VERYPROUD OFYOU KAITLIN!
May life's journeys continue to leadyou down pathsfilled
with laughter, love and happiness.
WE LOVE YOU!
MOM, DAD, BRENDAN, DEVIN, AND MEGHAN
A
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Congratulations to BRUCE COLET
Dear Bruce, And the Class of 2008!
Congratulations! You did it very well with our
Good Lord's guidance and blessing! Thank you so
much for making us very proud of you. Thank you
for being a unique you.
You are an excellent son, a fun-loving and very
caring grandson to your grandparents, a supportive
and a great role model to your brother and cousins.
We are very luck to have you.
You are one of a kind...talented and gifted with an
exceptionally great personality. We only wish you
the best in your career and in your future. May God
continue to shower you with His love and blessings.
Thanks to all the parents, faculty, and staff of Holy Cross.
We love you very much,
Dad, Mom, Brandon, Grandma, Lola
^^^^^^^H ^^^^^^^^H^^^
^^^
^Br^^H
WfMt "** **1|
IHHt ^C£r M
^^^B
^^
J^our years at DToly Qross Went so fasL.it seems lify
only yesterday We dropped you off at ^hCulledy in
^August 2004 hoping you would be happy. To our
joy you hcToe lolped &foly Cross and embraced your
college experience including your amazing year at
Oxford ULnfoersity.
We bal?e always been so proud of you and Vpe l^now
you will succeed wherever life tal^es you.
Qoo^ luc^ in law school!!!
£olpe,
^hCom, T>ad, cRobert, and£arolyn
^x4
What Vt>e are is Qod'sgiftto us.
What We become is our gift to Qod.
- Eleanor Powell
Ashley <iAnn Carlino
V^l
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Witb£<ft>e,
<JiCom, T)ad, ,§tppen, andzAmanda
.<&.
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Congratulations
QKaitlpnl
St. Mary's Kindergartner to Holy Cross grad...What's next?!
It has been an amazing four years for you (Red Sox too!)
with one in Galway, Ireland too! Your great grades, work
ethic, and dedication have been remarkable! Cherish the
valuable learning experiences Holy Cross and University of
Galway have given you as well as the life long friendships
you've made. We are truly blessed and extremely proud of
you!
"May the road rise up to meet you.
Love you always,
Mom, Dad, Nanny, and Family
Dear Diana,
Congratulations!
We are so proud oj you. May
all your dreams come true
and always.
Love,
Dad, Mom, and Brendan
Casey, you're ready to enter the real world Enjoy the ride.
i.'-^i.'
Love, Dad, Mom, Christian, and Will
7^779/
WORDS CANNOT
EXPRESSHOWPROUD
WEALL ARE!!!
CONGRATULATIONS, MICHAELA
THEWORLD AWAITS ! !
!
LOVE,
MOM, DAD, KEVIN, LISA, GRACE,AND TUCKER
Best ofluck to the Class of2008!!!
p ~ ~ 1
V 1
"~, '
\ km»;
Kelly,
You've passionately embraced new friends
and college experiences with a vivacious
personality, an inquisitive intellect,
and a loyal heart. Proudly graduate and
generously share your light.
We Love You!!!
Mom, Dad, Colleen,
and Mike
Congratulations Christina!
Well done, love. We are so proud ofyou.
Wherever life takes you, we know that you will
bring to every endeavor and energy encounter
not only a discerning intellect, but a
compassionate, loving heart.
May God bless you and guide you in your
journey, and may He grant you your heart's
desires!
With love,
Mom, Dad, Gabriel, and Xavier
A
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Jamie Carusi
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Jamie,
Through the years we have always loved you and you
have always made us proud. Congratulations on your
graduation!
Love,
Dad and Sue
~7^ri%
Dear Alex,
For all the successes behindyou, we send our congratulations. For all the challenges ahead, we sendyou blessings.
Love,
Mom, Dad,Jen, David
Congratulations,
Emilia!
*tOh, tbe
Places
You'll
Co!"
- Dr. Seuss
A
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CONGRATULATION
GREGORY!
We are so proud of you,
these last four years have been
one of tremendous growth for
you and for all you have gone
through makes today that much
more special. You never gave up,
I know there were times you
couldn't imagine this day ever
happening but this should only
prove to you that no matter what
you want to do in life you CAN
and WILL ACCOMPLISH it!
Never forget
Ik are ail
COfilfeATULATfl
e from, your fami 1% or your lISncIiTilong the way/ we
d so full of pride on your GrSiation day!
Gregory, all the best to you as you leave
The College of the Holy Cros s! Love, Mom, Dad, Garret & Grandma
7W3Q]
Qbtephanie Q&atnborowski
standiguarcfTm gonna
Like a postcard of a CjolZen ^Retriever
*And never feave tidl feave you
Witfi a sweet dream in you head
Phase 1 Complete
Well Done!
Love Dad
A
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Alex Brustowicz
Alex--
We are so very proud ofyou and wish you a future filled wtih much happiness
and success!
All our Love,
Mom, Dad, Katherine, Caroline, and Allison
"sario:
Congratulations
Erin!
We are so proud of you
and much we
love you very much!
Dad, Mom, Mary Kate, Jenny, &
Cristin
(§tepbanie^atnborwtosfy
zJkfay Qod bless you and %eep you as you continue to climb the
stairs ofsuccess.
Tou hdt>e made thej^amily 'Proud!
<£oli>e,
Cfrandma Tumble
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Dear Amanda,
Limits exist only in the souls of those who do not
dream.
You have no limits!
We love you so much not just for what you have
accomplished, not just for what you can accom-
plish, but because of who you are!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Eric, Trisha, Kristen, James, and Katie
"sarlor
Congratufations, OCatiel
You workedso hardfor this
day, never took shortcuts,
aCwaus chadenging yourseff
ana your sense ojhefping
otherspersisted. You have
heen a feader and hero to
us. We Cove you with adour
hearts &? thank Cjodso much
for you. 1A.au the future
hring onCu happiness.
Lave, Mum, Dad, &? idatafie
Andrew Daniel Flynn "I am Mine"
You have Always Been.
Your "In-Between" has so enriched us.
and Not just Flynns.
V*
Dog Bones - You are Amazing!
So very much Love and Pride
Mum and Dad and All
The world now awaits your passionate
Emboldened by Faith Within
You will conquer the deep
And In Our Love safely Keep
Dear Alexandra,
You have been given many talents and you have gone beyond
our expectations. Throughout these 22 years you have continued to
make us enormously proud.
All our love,
Mom and Dad
Congratulations, Qbristiel
You bdt>efour incredible ZJfoly
Qross years behindyou and
a clean carinas topaint in the
lifetime ahead ofyou.
zJtfucb success!
<£d)>e,
zMbm, T>ad, Laurie, Tim,
and^hCHe
One for the Record Book
Javelin Throw
212' 3'
May 26, 2007
Track and Field
NCAA East Regional
2006 and 2007
Congratulations
Nathaniel
MARY MARGARET HAYS
Congratulations to our
daughter on four successful
years at Holy Cross! May
God bless you always and
may all your dreams come
true.
With Love and Admiration,
Mom and Dad
Congratulations, Lisa!!!
We are so proud ofyou.
Remember
Dream whatyou want to
dream.
Go whereyou want to go.
Be whatyou want to be.
You're the best.
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Jeff
We Are So Proud ofYou,
Cara
Congratulations
!
We Love You,
Mom, Dad, and Charlie
A
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Congratulations,
Blanca,
Kaming lahat ay masayang-masaya para sa iyo at sa iyong
tagumpay!
Nagmamahal,
Mom, Isa. Ines
Badillas and del Castillos
7OT30/
"Kathleen Wiiliett
To Kathleen,
From nursery school through college,
You have brightened our lives and filled us with pride.
Congratulations on your graduation from Holy Cross
!
Much love,
Mom, Dad, Ellen, and Kevin
Congratulations, Katie!
Never forget the goodtimes
and your lifelong friendships
Love, Mom, Dad, and Jamie
Sarah,
Your beautiful smile has alwaysfilled our
hearts with joy. Congratulations on your
graduation and all your amazing
accomplishments!!!
Love you,
Mom, Dad, Dave,
and Laura
Congratulations, Drew!
We are so proud of you.
The world awaits you.
You have so much to offer.
May God always bless you.
We love you and are thankful
for you.
All of our love,
Mom, Dad, Erin, Nicole and
Ed, James and Maria
&fitcI>your to astar.
Smerson
J\
308A3i
'Kfltie,
We have
Coved
watching
yougrow
andhave
enjoyed
affqfour
family times
together. 'You
are a
-wonderful
daughterand
sisterand%ve
are so
proudqfyouH
Mom, (Dad
andChris
7Oi30S
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'Purple Patcher
To the Class of 2008:
On behalf of the Purple Patcher Yearbook Staff, we would like to congratulate you on all
your achievements. We wish you the best of luck in the future and hope that the spirit of
the Holy Cross community continues to grow within you and lead you to the successes that
you are destined for.
As you prepare yourselves for the new road ahead and anticipate the experiences it will
bring, we hope that this book will help you to remember and cherish the memories that
you've created in the past. We would like to thank all of you who have generously shared
your memories with us through the photographs that you have sent.
We also hope that you've enjoyed our relentless efforts to capture every laugh, smile, and
precious moment that you hope not to forget. Our final words are written with the hope
that you will always remember: while the future represents the person that you can be, the
past has evolved you into the person you've become.
Best of luck Class of 2008!
The Purple Patcher Editors-in-Chief,
Julie Guest, Becky Linga, and Monica Thim
314 Student Life
The Purple
Patcher Staff
i i If you can imagine it,
you can achieve it; if
you can dream it, you
can become it. )}
William Arthur Ward
Editors-in-Chief
Julie Guest Becky Linga Monica Thim
Business Editor Business Editor Apprentice
Chris Dittrick Meredyth Winter
Staff
Jill Anderson
Lauren Brais
Christina D'Ambrogio
Katie Farris
Marsha Mather
Janet Ng
Kristin Rapillo
Christine Repoli
Tina Sato
Kelsey Shields
The 2008 Purple Patcher, Volume 93, was printed by Jostens Printing and Publishing. This edi-
tion consisted of 316 pages and had a press run of 550 copies. This volume sold for $85.00 for
the first deadline and $100.00 for the second.
We would like to extend a special thank you to all the people and groups that have worked with
us to make The 2008 Purple Patcher possible. We are very grateful to have worked with such
dedicated, hardworking people. Thank you for making this book such a success.
Kevin Simoneau
Jostens Representative
Rick Brooks and Gina Simoneau
Design Consultants
Caren Korin
DaVor Photography Representative
Rebecca L. Riopel
The Purple Patcher Advisor
Student Programs and Involvement
Student Government Association
"Thank you Holy Cross Sports Media Office"
Alumni Association
Information Technology Services
Archives/Special Collections Department
The Purple Patcher
College of the Holy Cross
Worcester, MA 01610
Office: Hogan 234
Phone: (508) 793-2488
E-mail: patcher@holycross.edu
Editors-in-Chief
Julie Guest, Becky Linga, and Monica Thim
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